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1. Introduction

4

Medical texts are a unique source of information concerning the technology, society,
and culture of ancient Egypt. They have been studied from a variety of perspectives,
including pharmaceutical, surgical, grammatical, and religious.2 Each investigation has
increased not only the overall understanding of medicine and science, but also the ability to
comprehend the relationships between the ancient Egyptians’ material world and their
language. This study will address a series of questions: what were the anatomical terms for
cephalic elements in humans, when are they used in medical and non-medical contexts, and
how did they change over time? The information gleaned from these questions will be used to
further examine the ancient Egyptian’s perception and concept of the skull, and how modern
scholars have elected to interpret those words based upon the extant textual evidence.
Lefebvre3 tackled the broader scope of anatomical terminology - providing
constructive descriptions of most terms - although in brief. Later, the authors von Deines,
Westendorf and Grapow4, in their seminal work Grundriss der Medizin der alten Ägypter,
dedicated two volumes to providing general information and specific citations to a relatively
comprehensive selection of medical and anatomical terms. Finally, in his posthumously
published dissertation, Walker5 addressed a selection of anatomical terms describing different
areas of the body that had previously been poorly defined. However, his valuable work has
still left a number of words that have been insufficiently investigated, many of which pertain
to the cranium and its related structures. By focusing on the specifics of the terminology for a
selection of cranial components, and assessing the extant evidence for the modern translation,

2

See respectively: Manniche 1999, Ebbell 1929, Westendorf 1962, Borghouts 1971, among others.
Lefebvre, G. 1952. “Tableau des parties du corps humain mentionnées par les Égyptiens.”
Supplément aux Annales du Service des Antiquités de l'Egypte 17. Le Caire: Imprimerie de l'Institut
français d'Archéologie orientale.
4
von Deines, H. and W. Westendorf. 1962. Wörterbuch der medizinischen Texte, Band I und II.
Berlin: Akademie – Verlag, Grundriss der Medizin der alten Ägypter 7.
5
Walker, J.H. 1996. Studies in Ancient Egyptian Anatomical Terminology. Warminster: Aris and
Phillips Ltd.
3
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perhaps it will be possible to elucidate some of the details of the ancient Egyptian
understanding of the human body, and the vocabulary used to describe it.
a. Methodology:
This thesis focuses on the analysis of textual material and the manner of its
translation. The words selected have all been used to define osteological aspects of the
cranium. There are other terms that could have been included in this list, however a few have
been well addressed in previous publications (Figure 10), and some are so obscure that there
is little more to be understood currently6. Those discussed here represent a cross-section of
anatomical terminology; some are rare (gmꜣ), some are common (ḏꜣḏꜣ); the translations of
some have been very contentious (tpꜣw), and others have commonly accepted definitions
(pꜣḳt).
Each term will be parsed in the same fashion: the primary definitions for the word
from the authoritative sources mentioned above, and from Erman and Grapow’s
Wörterbuch7, will be summarized. Then, building upon these, a broad range of instances in
which each word appears will be examined. This process will begin with the study of each
word in a variety of non-medical written forms, such as magical/religious texts and belles
lettres in general, including didactic literature, and letters. This foundation will be completed
by investigating the occurrences of each word in its medical context, with an explanation of
the anatomical and pathological information provided by that text. Within the preceding
discussions the accepted translations will be assessed based upon their textual evidence and a
suggestion for the best possible translation will be provided. The frequency of usage will be
analyzed to determine if the word is more common in a medical or non-medical context, and
if that impacts the understanding of the word as an anatomical term. Each chapter will
6

For example: sskꜣ, which may mean ‘temple’, but is only found in the Book of the Dead (for
example: Papyrus of Neferubenef (Paris Louvre 3092), Spells 69 and 70, line 80); Wb IV, 279, 1.
7
Erman, A. and H. Grapow. 1982. Wörterbuch der aegyptischen Sprache: im Auftrage der deutschen
Akademien. Berlin: Akademie Verlag
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conclude with a review of the diachronic change of the term and a discussion of related
words, when relevant.
b. Sources:
It is not possible to definitively state whence the ancient Egyptians gained their
knowledge of anatomy. As cogently detailed by Nunn8, it seems likely that, as a result of the
practice of mummification, physicians would have had access to human remains for the
purpose of study. However, even with both fleshed and skeletonized cadavers available,
understanding the underlying anatomical structures and connections may still have presented
significant challenges due to the complexity of the human form. What the physicians did
know has been passed down largely through a few surviving medical texts. Unfortunately,
even these are frequently fragmented, and rarely come with a solid provenience. Given this
lack of context, it is impossible to discern with certainty why only a small selection survived.
Nunn suggests that physicians may have been buried with these documents, thus suggesting
that theft and decay played a significant role in the loss of further examples.9
The primary medical texts for cranial terminology are the Edwin Smith Papyrus (ES –
Plates i to ix), now at the New York Academy of Medicine, and the Ebers Papyrus (Eb –
Plates x to xxvi), now at the library of the University of Leipzig. The first is an invaluable
document, particularly significant because of its unique lack of magical remedies in the text
and the glossing of words that may have been unclear to the physician. The papyrus was
purchased in Luxor in 1862 by the American collector after whom it is named. The original
provenance is unknown, although it undoubtedly came from Thebes and probably was
originally in a temple library or tomb.10 Based on the paleography, it is believed to have been

8

Nunn, J.F. 1996. Ancient Egyptian Medicine. London: British Museum Press, 42-4.
Nunn 1996, 24.
10
For a detailed history of the papyrus after it was found see: Breasted, J.H. 1930. The Edwin Smith
Surgical Papyrus. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Vol. 1, 20-5.
9
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written at the end of the Second Intermediate Period.11 It is remarkably well preserved, and
although cut into sections by Smith (who was evidently endeavoring to make it more
transportable) 12, it is nearly undamaged in all but the outer most page. The recto comprises
forty-eight well-organized cases of predominantly cranial or facial trauma, each with a
description, prognosis, and treatment. This level of detail and realism often allows the
possibility of discerning with relative surety what anatomical structures are being discussed,
thus providing an excellent resource for the investigation of terminology.
Significantly, the Ebers Papyrus was also originally purchased by Edwin Smith13 in
Luxor in 1862. It is because of this and the similarity in the date (on the verso, the scribe
noted that it was written in Year 9 of the reign of Amenhotep I), that some scholars have
concluded it came from the same location as the ES.14 However, the structure is completely
different. There is very little overarching organization to the Eb, and it discusses a broad
range of medical ailments, from stomach problems to burns to issues with the metu, or
‘vessels.’ It seems quite likely that this was compiled from an assortment of medical texts.
This hypothesis is further supported by the number of passages in the Ebers that appear, often
nearly verbatim, in other extant medical texts, indicating that all of these texts are based on
older (now lost) sources.15 The treatments presented are often at least partially magical in
nature and thus, combined with the lack of clear organization, can make it difficult to discern
the specifics of the terminology. However, even taking these drawbacks into consideration,
the sheer amount of material (110 sections in total) is impressive and informative.16

11

Breasted 1930, 28.
Allen, J.P. 2005. The Art of Medicine in Ancient Egypt. New York: The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, 70.
13
According to Breasted (1930) it was not until the early 1970s that the Egyptologist G. Ebers
purchased it from Smith, and re-named it with his own surname.
14
Nunn 1996, 31.
15
Grundriß 4, II – Primarily P. Hearst, but there are also a few parallels in P. Berlin and P. London.
16
Ebbell, B. 1937b. The Papyrus Ebers: the Greatest Egyptian Medical Document. Copenhagen:
Levin & Munksgaard; London: Oxford University Press.
12
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Another type of textual resource is the ‘anatomical list,’ a litany of anatomical areas
that are identified with a deity (ex: “My heart is Khepri”).17 There are a number of these lists
extant - primarily from copies of the Book of the Dead. Although not much information is
provided in such a description, each list is itemized beginning at the top of the head and
working down to the feet. This allows us to put every anatomical term into the context of the
overall body. The Onomastica – an assemblage of texts that act as an ancient glossary of
Egyptian words18 – are collectively an additional resource, especially valuable since they
provide a rare example of words defined by ancient Egyptians. Although it concentrates
primarily on terms for non-human mammals, particularly bovines, there are a few entries
which may help us to better characterize human anatomical terms and when appropriate these
records will be noted. Medical texts that have also provided key information include the
Ramesseum Papyri, Kahun Papyrus, and Hearst Papyrus.19
c. Terminology:
Before discussing the ancient Egyptian concept of the skull it is necessary to examine
the modern understanding of the structure. The primary purpose of the skull is to provide a
protective encasement for the soft tissue of the head. Typically an adult skull is comprised of
twenty-eight bones20, including three ossicles per ear (non-articulating bones – each
approximately the size of a pea – of the tympanic cavity of inner ear21) and the mandible
(also known as the jawbone). Some of these bones are paired (occur on both sides of the
head) and others are single. Many fuse together as the person ages, and the border of

17

Walker 2006, 283-9.
Gardiner, A. H. 1947. Ancient Egyptian Onomastica I. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1.
19
The definitive translation for all of the medical texts, save the ES, is in the Grundriß 2, where each
has been rendered into German. The standard for the ES remains the compendium by Breasted
(1930). The Ramesseum Papyri were also translated by Barns (1956) and the Kahun Papyri by
Griffith (1898); the Hearst has not been translated outside of the Grundriß.
20
White, T. and P. Folkens. 2005. The Human Bone Manual. Amsterdam, Boston: Elsevier Academic
Press, 77.
21
White and Folken 2005, 100.
18

9

individual bones can become nearly impossible to distinguish. In order to clarify
identification, certain areas of the skull are commonly distinguished (see Figure 1): the
mandible, cranium, calvarium, calotte, and splanocranium. The cranium is the entire skull,
without the mandible. The calvarium includes all of the bones of the cranium, except those of
the face. The splanocranium consists of the bones of the face. The calotte is the bones of the
calvarium without the base. There are also small irregular bones that generally occur along
borders between two primary elements, these are termed Wormian or extrasutural bones
(Figure 3).22

Figure 1: Cranium – lateral view, divisions
Photo (without annotations) from White and Folken 2005

22

White and Folkens 2005, 77.
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Frontal

Nasals

Zygomatic
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Figure 2: Cranium – anterior view
Photo (without annotations) from White and Folken 2005

The primary singular bones of the cranium include the frontal (Figures 2, 4, and 7),
occipital (Figures 3, 5, and 6), ethmoid (Figure 6), and sphenoid (Figures 4 and 6). The
primary paired bones include the parietals (Figures 2, 3, 4, and 7), temporals (Figures 4 to 6),
maxillae (Figures 2 and 4), and zygomatics (Figures 2, 4, 5, and 7). The other bones are
smaller or more obscure: the palatines (Figure 5), vomer (Figure 5), inferior nasal conchia,
lacrimals (Figure 4), and nasal bones (Figures 2). The junctures between these bones are
termed sutures – some appear zipper-like and others are nearly straight without significant
interlocking projections. The primary sutures are the sagittal (down the centerline of the skull
between the two parietals – Figures 3 and 7), coronal (parallel to the face between the frontal

11

and parietal bones – Figures 4 and 7), the lambdoidal (at the posterior of the skull, between
the occipital and parietal bones – Figure 3), and the squamosal (one on each side, these are
arched lines borders joining the temporal and parietal bones – Figure 4). When a child is
born, the skull is in forty-five separate pieces; as the individual ages, the bones grow and the
sutures fuse. Many eventually disappear, and in some mature cases almost no sutures are
visible. Before the sutures become largely merged there are soft spots, or fontanelles, of
cartilaginous membranes marking the intersections between the major bones. The most
obvious of these is the bregma, which is on the superior aspect of the cranium, along the

Sagittal Suture

midline (Figure 7).23
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Bone

Lambdoidal Suture

Temporal
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Mandible

Figure 3: Cranium – posterior view
Photo (without annotations) from White and Folken 2005
23

White and Folkens 2005, 84-6.
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Figure 4: Cranium – lateral view
Photo (without annotations) from White and Folken 2005
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Figure 5: Cranium – inferior view
Photo (without annotations) from White and Folken 2005
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Figure 6: Cranium – endocranial view
Photo (without annotations) from White and Folken 2005
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Figure 7: Cranium – superior view
Photo (without annotations) from White and Folken 2005
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As with all the bones of the body, the skull is comprised of two types of bone (Figure
8): compact (or cortical) and spongy (also termed cancellous or trabecular). The structure of
the flat bones of the skull includes two thin hard layers of compact bone, with a layer of
porous spongy bone in between. Two other important, non-osteological structures are the
periosteum (Figure 8) and the meninges (Figures 8 and 9). The first is a layer of highly
vascularized tissue, which covers the exterior of the cranial bones. It helps to secure muscle
to bone and allows for blood supply to the adjacent structures.24 The meninges lie within the
cranium and consist of three tissue layers: the dura mater, arachnoid mater, and pia mater. All
of these work together to protect the brain and provide it with a steady blood supply.25 This is
obviously a very general overview of the anatomical structure of the skull, however it
provides a visual context for the description given by the ancient Egyptian sources.

Compact bone
Spongy bone

Figure 8: Transverse section of the cranium and meninges – diagram
Courtesy of Sinauer, with additions by author

24

White and Folkens 2005, 40-2.
Tortora, G. J. and M. T. Nielsen. 2009. Principles of Human Anatomy, 11th ed. New Jersey: John
Wiley & Sons, inc, 585.
25
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Figure 9: The dura mater (1) and arachnoid mater (2)
Courtesy of John A Beal, PhD Department of Cellular Biology & Anatomy,
Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center Shreveport

Utilizing the medical texts mentioned above, the basic structure of the skull - as
identified by the ancient Egyptian physicians - is summarized briefly as follows. The head
was made up of a number of regions, including the occiput, temples, ears, face (including the
nose, eyes, mouth, etc.), neck, and jaw. However, as was true with most regions of the body,
the ancient authors of medical texts often only ambiguously delineated (at least for the
modern reader) the distinction between flesh, bone, muscle, and cartilage. A word may be
used to describe all the layers of the region, for example the temple may mean the bony part
of the skull, the scalp, the hair in that area, or some combination of all three of these.26
However, the distinction between a trauma that penetrates the bone and one that does not was
clearly outlined in the Edwin Smith.27 This example indicates that, although the
differentiation of anatomical structures is not always obvious to the modern reader, it is
conceivable that it existed at least for some parts of the body.
26
27

Walker 2006, 259.
See Case 2 versus Case 6; Allen 2005, 73-5.
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Figure 10: Chart of anatomical terms related to the skull
Anatomical area
Cranium

Ancient Egyptian term

ḏꜣḏꜣ

Calvarium
ḏnnt
Inner table of the
skull
hn n tp
Squama
pꜣḳt
Crown, including
the parietals
wpt

Frontal region
dhnt
Forehead
ḫnt
Forehead
ḥꜣt(-ḥr)
Temporal region
mꜣꜥ
Temple/zygomatic
region
gmꜣ
Temporal region
(frequently with
hair)

smꜣ

Side-lock/temporal
region
gmḥt

Publication
WM: 996-7 (head)
L: 10
W: 17-18 (skull)
Lacau, P. 1970. Les noms des parties du
corps en Égyptien et en Sémitique. Paris:
Imprimerie Nationale - Librairie C.
Klincksieck, 31-2.
WM: 1005 (skull)
L: 10-11 (cranium)
W: 18-12 (cranium)
Lacau 1970, 33.
WM: 565 (braincase)
L: 12 (the box of the head)
W: 19 (calvarium)
WM: 258-9 (shell of the skull)
L: 11
W: 19-21 (calotte)
WM: 181-2 (vertex)
L: 11 (vertex)
W: 21
Lacau 1970, 35.
Walker, J. H. 1996. Studies in Ancient
Egyptian Anatomical Terminology.
Warminster: Aris and Phillips Ltd.
WM: 987
L: 13
W: 25
WM: 662
L: 14
W: 29-30
WM: 576-577
L: 13
W: 25 (front)
WM: 348-9
L: 14 (temple)
W: 23-24
Lacau 1970, 53-4.
WM: 914
L: 14
W: 23-24
Lacau 1970, 53.
WM: 749-50
L: 14
W: 23-24
Lacau 1970, 54.
WM: 919 (temple)
L: 14
W: 23-24.
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Occiput
mkḥꜣ
Occiput
mḥꜣ
Occiput
ḥꜣ
Jaw
wgyt

Mandible

WM: 400
L: 12 (back of the head and neck)
W: 21-22 (back of the head and neck)
Lacau 1970, 35-40.
WM: 385
L: 12 (back of the head and neck)
W: 21-22 (back of the head)
Lacau 1970, 35-40.
WM: 575
L: 12 (back of the head and neck)
W: 21-22
Lacau 1970, 35-40.
WM: 225
L: 15
W: 36 (mandible and maxilla)
Lacau 1970, 59.
Bardinet, T. 1990. “Dents et mâchoires
dans les représentations religieuses et la
pratique médicale de l'Égypte ancienne.”
Dissertationes Scientificae de Rebus
Orientis Antiqui, 15.
L: 15

ḥḏ
Mandible
ꜥrt
Mandible/chin

WM: 146-147
L: 15
W: 36
Lacau 1970, 56-7.
L: 15

ꜥrꜥr
Ramus of the
mandible
ꜣmꜥt

Chin
jnꜥt
Chin

WM: 6
L: 15
W: 37
Dawson, W. 1932. “Studies in the Egyptian
Medical Texts.” JEA, Vol. 18, 151-2.
WM: 57
L: 16
W: 36
L: 16

ꜥnꜥn
Cheek/zygomatic
region

WM: 374
L: 14
mndt

Nasal septum
jwn n fnḏḫ

WM: 32
L: 19
W: 32

18

Nasal sinus
štyt
Apertures of the
skull

WM: 871
L: 19
W: 34
WM: 240
L: 10

bꜣbꜣw
Eye-sockets
bꜣbꜣw nw jrty
Eye socket
wꜣb n jrt
Bregma
whnn
Bregma

L: 17
W: 30
WM: 161-162
L: 17
W: 31 (unknown)
WM: 203
L: 12
W: 24-25 (frontal bone)
WM: 574
W: 26

hd
Diploë
tbn
Dura Mater
tpꜣw

Arachnoid mater
ntnt
Cerebro-spinal
viscera
ꜣjs

Brain
ꜥmm

WM: 940
L: 13 (brain)
W: 26-28
WM: 948 (part of the skull, falx cerebri?)
L: 11 (sutures)
W: 28-29 (falx cerebri)
Chapman, P. H. 1992. “Case Seven of the
Smith Surgical Papyrus: The Meaning of
tpAw.” JARCE 29, 35-42.
WM: 490 (dura mater)
L: 13 (dura mater)
W: 11 (dura mater)
WM: 2
L: 12
W: 28
Iversen, E. 1947. “Some Remarks in the
Terms ‘mm and 3is.” JEA, Vol. 33, pp. 4751.
L: 12
W: 28
Dawson 1932, 150-1.
Iversen 1947, p. 47-51.

Abbreviations:
L: Lefebvre, G. 1952. “Tableau des parties du corps humain mentionnées par les Egyptians.”
Supplément aux Annales du Service des Antiquités de l'Egypte 17. Le Caire: Imprimerie de l'Institut
français d'Archéologie orientale.
W: Weeks, K. 1970. The Anatomical Knowledge of the Ancient Egyptians and the Representation of
the Human Figure in Art. Unpublished dissertation, Yale University.
WM: von Deines, H. and W. Westendorf. 1962. Wörterbuch der medizinischen Texte, Band I und II.
Berlin: Akademie – Verlag, Grundriss der Medizin der alten Ägypter 7.
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ḏꜣḏꜣ28:

ES29

Eb30, P. Hearst31, P. Kahun32

P. Ram33

i. Definitions:
Before identifying the common definitions for ḏꜣḏꜣ, it should be mentioned that there
has been some debate concerning the distinction between ḏꜣḏꜣ and tp - an issue that the
Wörterbuch remarks upon in its entry.34 Lefebvre35 notes the writing of the head in profile
over a stroke

(Gardiner D1 and Z1) certainly meant ‘head’. What is contentious is the

transliteration. There are occasions when the head is inscribed over a p (Q3), making tp the
obvious choice. However, it is possible that sometimes the combination of D1 and Z1 should
be read as ḏꜣḏꜣ. One example that may be used to support this theory is from P. Westcar: the
D1 determinative is found five times in the story about the magician Djedi reattaching a
goose and its head36. In three instances37 the word for head is spelled solely with the D1 and
Z1 signs. In the two cases where the word is spelled out38, it is ḏꜣḏꜣ. In both of these cases
the word specifically refers to the head of the goose, whereas in the first two examples it is a
generic severed head, and in the last it is the head of a bovine. It is possible that the short
forms of the word in this text ought to be translated as ḏꜣḏꜣ, and this was certainly suggested

Wb V, 530, 6; Grundriß 7, 996-7.
ES Cases 8(IV, 13), 9(IV, 19-20), 33(XI, 16).
30
Eb 712 (86,16), 465 (66,11), 763 (90,18), and 875e (109,10).
31
P. Heast (H 17).
32
P. Kahun (med.) 17(2,26).
33
P. Ramesseum III A19.
34
Wb V, 530, 6.
35
Lefebvre 1952, 10.
36
Westcar: VII, 4; VIII, 13, 18, 19, 21-22.
37
Westcar: VII 4 and VIII 13, 18.
38
Westcar: VIII 19, 21-2.
28
29
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by Faulkner39, when he cited Westcar40 as an example of ḏꜣḏꜣ being spelled with only the
D1 and Z1 signs. Still, conclusive proof remains elusive and in this paper ḏꜣḏꜣ will only be
presumed when it is written with the doubled ḏꜣ hieroglyph (U28).
The Wörterbuch 41 notes that the term has been in use since the Old Kingdom, and
indeed clear examples of ḏꜣḏꜣ may be found in some Pyramid Texts.42 It also remarks that at
least as early as the Middle Kingdom, ḏꜣḏꜣ was a common word for head43 - although there
are very few sources that clearly come from this period.44 The bulk of the entry is comprised
of examples of ḏꜣḏꜣ used in expressions relating to human and non-human animals and
inanimate objects.45 Walker46 argues that this was a specific term for the vault of the head. He
suggests that because it “includes the brain, braincase and scalp, but does not include the
face,”47 it is necessary to translate it with the more precise ‘calvarium’. The Grundriß48 cites it
in a number of instances, from a variety of medical papyri.49 It also highlights the fact that
even in such contexts it was a relatively versatile word, being used to discuss cranial trauma,
the seven holes of the head, fragments of skull and even the scalp (all of which will be
addressed below). Lefebvre50 notes that the Coptic word for head, ðvð, clearly arises from
ḏꜣḏꜣ, as the consonant sounds and meaning are in accordance. This is the only word

39

Faulkner, R. O. 1999 (8th ed.). The Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian. Oxford: Griffith
Institute at the Oxford University Press, 319.
40
Westcar: VII, 18.
41
Wb V, 530.
42
PT: Pepi I: PT 1064 (line P/V/E 45); Pepi II: PT 727 (line N/A/E inf 43 = 1055+56), PT 1064 (line
N/V/W 31 = 1350+31).
43
Wb V, 530.
44
Inscription of Mentuhotep Nebhepetre at Deir Ballas (line x+10); Stele of Nesmonth (Louvre C 1 =
N 155) (line A.13).
45
Some examples include: the head of an enemy being struck or twisted backwards (Wb V, 531, 2 and
3), falling headfirst (Wb V, 531, 4 and 5), the hands covering the head, as the position of mourners
(Wb V, 531, 6).
46
Walker 1996, 279.
47
Walker 1996, 279.
48
Grundriß 7, 996-7.
49
Including Eb, ES, P. Hearst, P. Kahun, P. Leiden. and P. Ram, all of which will be discussed below.
50
Lefebvre 1952, 10.
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discussed in this paper for which there is an entry in the Onomastica51; however, in this
context the head is of an ox, not a human. It is found in multiple lists, including the
Onomasticon of Amenemopë, the Ramesseum Onomasticon, P. Boulaq XI, and Ostracon
Gardiner 155. In all cases the ḏꜣḏꜣ is listed as an aspect of a butchered bovine.52
ii. Use in non-medical texts:
This word for head is used extensively in non-medical texts for a variety of purposes.
Arguably one of the most famous examples is in P. Westcar53; when Djedi magically rejoins
the body of a goose to its severed head, it is the ḏꜣḏꜣ that stands up and waddles across the
room:
wn-jn pꜣ smn ꜥḥꜥ ḥr ḥbꜣbꜣ ḏꜣḏꜣ.f m-mjtt, ‘then the goose stood and waddled, his ḏꜣḏꜣ

[did] likewise.’ Another well-known example is from The Tale of Two Brothers, when the
elder brother has learned about the perfidy of his wife, and he puts his head (ḏꜣḏꜣ) into his
hands in sorrow54; in this same text the term is used to discuss the top (ḏꜣḏꜣ) of the tree in
which the younger brother hides his heart:

ḫr ḥꜣty.j wꜣḥ ḥr ḏꜣḏꜣ n tꜣ ḥrrt pꜣ ꜥš, ‘indeed, my heart is placed upon the ḏꜣḏꜣ of the

flowers of a cedar’.55 Another literary example in which ḏꜣḏꜣ is applied to both human and
non-human entities is from P. Chester Beatty, The Contendings of Horus and Seth. In this
text ḏꜣḏꜣ is again used to mean the top of a tree56, however it is also used when Isis creates a
flint statue without a head (ḏꜣḏꜣ)57 and when Horus cuts off the head of Isis:

51

Gardiner 1947, 238*.
Onomasticon of Amenemopë (line 580); the Ramesseum Onomasticon (No. 273), P. Boulaq XI (1,
2.7) and Ostracon Gardiner 155 (rt. 2).
53
Westcar VIII, 19, 21-2.
54
P. D’Orbiney (LES II) 8, 7.
55
P. D’Orbiney (LES) II 10, 2.
56
P. Chester Beatty I Recto (6, 14).
57
P. Chester Beatty I Recto (9, 10).
52
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jw.f rwj ḏꜣḏꜣ n mwt tw.f
58

st , ‘he removed the ḏꜣḏꜣ of his mother Isis’.

In addition to literature, the term ḏꜣḏꜣ may be found in a wide variety of other textual
sources, and with a number of different usages. In daily life texts some of the expressions in
which it may be found include: the top of a building59, and being at the head of a military or
expeditionary troop60:

nḏr ḏꜣḏꜣ n pḏt, ‘seizing the ḏꜣḏꜣ of the

bow(people).’ From its inclusion in the Onomastica, it is clear that it was applied to oxen in
the context of butchery.61 It is also found in the Late Ramesside Letters62:
jw.j fꜣy ḏꜣḏꜣ.j, jw-wn.j
63

mr.k[wj] ‘I support my ḏꜣḏꜣ, while I have been ill.’ In P. Anastasi III , in a discourse

concerning the difficulties of military life, there is a mention:
ḏꜣḏꜣ.f pḫꜣ m wbn, ‘his ḏꜣḏꜣ split open

with a wound.’ This is an interesting parallel to the medical texts that is considered below.
Additionally ḏꜣḏꜣ is found in an assortment of magical examples64, for example: a
number of spells in the Book of the Dead65, including 64 in the Papyrus of Nu,
m.k ḫpš ṯzw ḥr nḥbt ḫpd tp ḏꜣḏꜣ,

‘look, the foreleg is joined to the shoulder and the rear is upon the ḏꜣḏꜣ’, a few times on the

58

P. Chester Beatty I Recto (9, 9).
Wb V, 531, 15. Example: O. Gardiner 339, love song # 53 (line 9).
60
Wb V, 531, 18. Example: Stele of Nesmonth (Louvre C 1 N = 155, line A.13) in Sethe, K. 1924.
Aegyptische Lesestücke zum Gebrauch im akademischen Unterricht. Texte des Mittleren Reiches.
Leipzig, 81-82.
61
Gardiner 1947, 238*.
62
P. BM 10326 (LRL) 9(7-8).
63
P. Anastasi III = pBM EA 10,246 (LEM) 5.5-6.2 Recto: (line 5.8).
64
P. Boulaq 6(3.10); P. Deir el Medina 44; O. Deir el Medina 1213 (line 4); among others.
65
Most examples are from Spells 64 and 175; others include 18, 93, 99, and 172.
59
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walls of the tomb of Seti I (KV 17)66, and in Chester Beatty VII67 (the text is fragmented and
the context is very uncertain68),

jmj sw ḥr

ḏꜣḏꜣ n šmmyt, ‘place it upon the ḏꜣḏꜣ of the serpent(?).’ In Chester Beatty V it is found

four times in a spell for a headache. The first two69 refer to a human:
jr ḏꜣḏꜣ
n N msj n M ḏꜣḏꜣ n Wsjr, ‘concerning the ḏꜣḏꜣ of N born of M [it] is the ḏꜣḏꜣ of Osiris,’

and the last refer to a severed head of a cow70 and hippopotamus71:

jw.j r šꜥd [ḏꜣ]ḏꜣ n jḥt nḥ[m m] pꜣ [wbꜣ] [n Ḥwt]-Ḥr, jw.j r [šꜥd] ḏꜣḏꜣ n dbj m pꜣ
wbꜣ n stẖ, ‘I will sever the ḏꜣḏꜣ of a cow, which is taken in the open court of Hathor and I

will sever the ḏꜣḏꜣ of a hippopotamus in the open court of Seth’. P. Leiden72, a magicomedical text, has two examples of ḏꜣḏꜣ being used, however neither is very clear concerning
the meaning. Borghouts73 suggests that in the first instance, a spell for a headache, ḏꜣḏꜣ
should be understood as a mask:
hꜣj ḥr.f, “Look, a head [ḏꜣḏꜣ] has been let down on him.”

ptr ḏꜣḏꜣ
74

The second passage is even

more confusing, as the illness addressed is not currently understood. Borghouts, suggesting

66

In the Book of the Heavenly Cow: Horning 1991, fig., 154-9.
P. Chester Beatty VII = P. BM EA 10687 rt. 7(line 7.5), among others.
68
Gardiner (1935, 60) says of this spell: “This spell is even more defective, and I make no attempt to
translate it.”
69
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 3(4, 10) twice.
70
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 2(5, 7-8); this is a fragmented section, so the word is partially
reconstructed.
71
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 2(5, 8)
72
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 2 (rt. 2,6) and Spell 4 (rt. 3,7).
73
Borghouts 1971, 15-16.
74
Borghouts 1971, 16.
67
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that a demon is being addressed75, translates:

ꜥt

tp.k n ḫnty ḏꜣḏꜣ.k, “the part of your head is for him who is in front of your head [ḏꜣḏꜣ].”

76

Given the confusion surrounding the translation of these spells, they only minimally help us
to address the definition of ḏꜣḏꜣ.
Clearly, from this collection of examples, the term ḏꜣḏꜣ is found in a wide range of
text types, and used in a variety of ways. This breadth and frequency of use would seem to
indicate that ḏꜣḏꜣ was a relatively general word for the head or top of something. It is
interesting that it did not have the same ubiquity as tp, perhaps indicating a sub-level of
meaning: even though it was a common word, it may have had a slightly more precise
connotation. What exactly this may have been must remain open to conjecture, and may have
well changed over time. It is plausible to suggest that in a non-medical context it was often
associated with the idea of disconnection from the body, either as an act of magic, as in P.
Westcar, or in relation to butchery, as in the Onomasica. Yet there are too many examples
that have no relation to this concept of decapitation to draw the conclusion that it was a
constant implication.
iii. Use in medical texts:
Although it seems that in non-medical texts ḏꜣḏꜣ does not have a constant
identifiable specialized meaning, it may have one in medical texts. As mentioned above,
Walker77 believed that it did not include the face, but was particular to the calvarium and the
adjacent anatomical structures (the brain and scalp). While many medical texts contain ḏꜣḏꜣ,
no individual one has a large number of examples. In the ES it occurs only three times78, each
in a different case, and in two79 it is used as an explanation in a gloss. In Case 880 ḏꜣḏꜣ is a
75

Borghouts 1971, 17.
Borghouts 1971, 18.
77
Walker 1996, 279.
78
ES Cases 8(IV, 13), 9(IV, 19-20), 33(XI, 16).
79
ES Cases 8(IV, 13), 33(XI, 16).
76
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gloss defining a fracture, and, even though the grammar is not straightforward, the translation
seems plausible:
sd pꜣḳt [sic] pw nt ḏnnt.f ḥꜥw nty ḏꜣḏꜣ.f wḏꜣ, ‘it is a fracture of the pꜣḳt (cranial plate

– see below) of his ḏnnt (calvarium – see below), but the flesh, which is [on?] his ḏꜣḏꜣ, is
sound.81 This description suggests that the ḏnnt and the ḏꜣḏꜣ are at least related, and
perhaps that the ḏꜣḏꜣ is a structure that includes the region of the ḏnnt. For if the calvarium
is damaged, then the only likely pertinent area of flesh would be that at the site of the wound,
covering the ḏnnt, i.e. that ‘which is [on?] his ḏꜣḏꜣ.’
The second example, in Case 982, is the only one that is not a gloss. The case involves
an injury to the forehead. Here again ḏꜣḏꜣ is clearly being used as a near-synonym for ḏnnt:

šsꜣw wbnw m ḥꜣt ḥr.f sḏ
pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt.f, jr ḫꜣj.k s n wbnw m ḥꜣt ḥr.f sḏ pꜣḳt nt ḏꜣḏꜣ.f, ‘Instructions for a

wound in the foremost of his face, which fractured the pꜣḳt (cranial plate) of his ḏnnt
(calvarium): if you examine a man with a wound in the front of his face, which fractured the
pꜣḳt of his ḏꜣḏꜣ …’ It is apparent from this virtually identical repetition of the injury’s title

in the examination, that ḏnnt and ḏꜣḏꜣ are being used to describe two virtually identical
structures.
The final example is in Case 3383, which concerns a dislocated cervical vertebra, and
only mentions the ḏꜣḏꜣ in a gloss in relation to the cause of the injury:

80

ES Case 8(IV, 13).
Precisely how the relative clause functions in relationship to the subsequent clause is unclear. It
obviously cannot be the subject of wḏꜣ, however without a preposition and reflexive pronoun, there
is no certain connection to the preceding ḥꜥw. One possibility is that an m, or similar preposition was
accidentally omitted after the nty, thus allowing us to translate, ‘the flesh which is on the ḏꜣḏꜣ.
82
ES Case 9(IV, 19-20).
83
ES Case 33(XI, 16).
81
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ḫr.f pw sḫd ḥr ḏꜣḏꜣ.f, ‘it is his falling upside-

down upon his ḏꜣḏꜣ.’ Precisely why ḏꜣḏꜣ is used here, as opposed to tp or ḏnnt, is unclear.
Perhaps because the ḏꜣḏꜣ was more closely associated with non-cranial elements, such as the
vertebrae, than the more narrowly defined ḏnnt, and more closely associated with the bone
than tp. However without a similar use anywhere else, this must remain conjecture.
It is slightly more common in Eb, where it appears four times: once in reference to an
unknown disease84:

pẖrt nt dr tpꜣw
85

m ḏꜣḏꜣ, ‘a prescription of driving out the tpꜣw-disease

prescription for baldness86:

from the ḏꜣḏꜣ’; once in a
wrḥ ḏꜣḏꜣ n jꜣs jm,

‘anoint the ḏꜣḏꜣ of a bald (one) there’; once in a remedy for an illness affecting the seven
bꜣbꜣw

87

mouth88):

(holes of the skull, this is believed to include the eyes, the ears, the nostrils, and the
dd mr bꜣbꜣw 7 m

ḏꜣḏꜣ, ‘which cause that the seven bꜣbꜣw in the ḏꜣḏꜣ are painful’; and once in reference to a

tumor89:

wnnt mj ḏꜣḏꜣ wnn.s m-mjtt, ‘that

which is like a ḏꜣḏꜣ, it is likewise’. This last example is highly ambiguous, and if it is, in
fact, describing the tumor, it may be indicating that the shape of the tumor is similar to the
head of an animal, or it may be an odd way of describing the top of the tumor.90

84

Eb 712 (86,16).
A disease of the scalp, which likely involves a scaling condition, see Chapter 2c.
86
Eb 465 (66,11).
87
Eb 763 (90,18).
88
Lefebvre 1952, 10.
89
Eb 875e (109,10).
90
Grundriß 7, 996.
85
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Of these examples, the third91 is the most helpful in circumscribing the definition of
ḏꜣḏꜣ. Since in this case it is obvious that the seven holes, which are predominantly structures

of the face (eyes, nostrils, and mouth), are encompassed within the ḏꜣḏꜣ, then the term must
include the bones of the face and the mandible. The other two examples suggest that ḏꜣḏꜣ
included the flesh that covered the bone, which is different from the cases in ES, where ḏꜣḏꜣ
seems more closely related to the bone.92 Certainly the bꜣbꜣw may be considered related to
the cranium without the flesh, since the ears, eyes, nostrils and mouth are also holes in the
bone. Perhaps the other two examples use ḏꜣḏꜣ because they concern conditions of the scalp,
and particularly the scalp without hair. The head without hair may have been more closely
identified with the skull, thus making ḏꜣḏꜣ the most appropriate term to be used.
In every other individual text where is occurs, ḏꜣḏꜣ – as a word for the head of a
human – is only found once. These texts include P. Hearst, P. Kahun, and P. Ram. In P.
Hearst93 there is a prescription duplicated from Eb94. The sole example from P. Kahun95 is
read by Griffith96 as:

šsꜣw st snf… mwt-rmṯ ḥr mn ḏꜣḏꜣ.s r.s šwt nt ḏrt.s, “Treatment for a woman [whose]

blood... womb, with ache of her head, her [mouth?], and the end of her hand.” Unfortunately,
the translation provided by Griffith relies heavily upon a highly fragmented text, which
leaves very little clear after ḏꜣḏꜣ. The reference in P. Ram97 is also damaged, although the

91

Eb 763 (90,18).
This is particularly true if we understand that an m is missing after the nty in ES Case 8(IV, 13),
which would then allow the passage to read: ‘the flesh which is on the ḏꜣḏꜣ.’
93
P. Heast (H 17).
94
Eb 712 (86,16).
95
P. Kahun (med.) 17(2,26).
96
Griffith, F. (ed). 1898. The Petrie Papyri: Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurob. London:
Bernard Quaritch, 9, pl. V.
97
P. Ramesseum III (A 19).
92
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Grundriß98 suggest that it is probably used in a treatment for a disease of the eyes. The
legible section reads:

ḏꜣḏꜣ n s nty mr, ‘the head of a man

who is ill’. If indeed the recipe was for an ailment of the eyes, this would be significant
evidence that the ḏꜣḏꜣ does include the structures of the face.
In both P. Hearst and Eb there are a number of examples that use ḏꜣḏꜣ when referring
to the heads of animals used in prescriptions for medications.99 From these examples it is not
possible to discern whether the head in general or a specific aspect of it was used as an
ingredient. However this does support the idea that ḏꜣḏꜣ related to a head which had been
severed, since in order to be used in a medicine, the ingredient obviously must first be
removed from the body of the animal.
We must now consider Walker’s suggestion that ḏꜣḏꜣ should be identified as the
calvarium in medical texts. From the number of times that ḏꜣḏꜣ is used in combination with,
or as a replacement for, ḏnnt, it would seem to indicate that the two words were so similar
that the distinction was vague. Of the injuries that include ḏꜣḏꜣ, none explicitly exclude the
bones of the face – indeed, since the term is used expressly with bꜣbꜣw, it should follow that
the face is a part of the ḏꜣḏꜣ. This is further supported by the use of ḏꜣḏꜣ in ES Case 9100,
where the injury occurs in the front of the face. At first glance Eb 465(66, 11), which is likely
a remedy for baldness, might appear to exclude the face. However if this is a recipe for curing
alopecia, that ailment may have affected the eyebrows, eyelashes, and beard-hair, thus
maintaining the inclusion of the facial region in the term.

Grundriß 7, 996.
Eb 106 (25,15), part of a donkey in a salve; Eb 128 (27,21-30,2), part of a catfish; Eb 304 (52,22),
part of a fish in a salve; Eb 733 (88,15) = H 159, part of a scarab beetle; Eb 766d (91,10), part of a rat
in a powder
100
ES Case 9(IV, 19-20).
98
99
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It should also be mentioned that there is no gloss in the ES to explain the ḏꜣḏꜣ. This
may be an indication, along with its extensive use in non-medical texts, that it was a word so
commonly used that it was simply assumed that the meaning was understood.
iv. Diachronic change and related words:
There can be do doubt that this word was in use from the time of the Old Kingdom, at
least in the Pyramid Texts, where it was used in two spells101. In the Middle Kingdom it was
certainly being used in a non-medical context, as we can see from its inclusion on the walls
of the tomb of Hepdjefa (Tomb 1) at Assyut, where it likely indicated a person in charge of a
group of wab priests102:

jmy-r n ḏꜣḏꜣ n wꜥb nb, ‘overseer of the

ḏꜣḏꜣ of all the wab priests.’ As we have seen above, ḏꜣḏꜣ was found in a majority of the
extant medical texts from the end of the Middle Kingdom103/Second Intermediate Period104 to
the beginning of the New Kingdom105. It was even common enough to be found in popular
literary texts at least from P. Westcar during the Hyksos Period106 to The Contendings of
Horus and Seth, in Dynasty 20107. It has also been found on the walls of Edfu Temple108, thus
confirming that it was still understood in the Ptolemaic Period. Its use continued into the
Coptic period, as is reflected by the use of ðvð as a word for head109, which, although not
found in Bohairic, was preserved in all other dialects.110
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PT: Pepi I: PT 1064 (line 45); Pepi II: PT 727 (line 43 = 1055+56), PT 1064 (line 31 = 1350+31).
Griffith 1889, pl. 8, 311; PM IV 261. There are no other examples of the term being used in this
context.
103
P. Kahun: Nunn 1996, 34.
104
P. Ramesseum: Nunn 1996, 39.
105
Eb and ES: Nunn 1996, 26-7, 31.
106
Lichtheim, M. 2006. Ancient Egyptian Literature Volume I: The Old and Middle Kingdom.
Berkley: University of California Press, 215.
107
Lichtheim, M. 1976. Ancient Egyptian Literature Volume II: The New Kingdom. Berkley:
University of California Press, 214.
108
Edfou VIII, 36, 11-17.
109
Crum, W. E. 1939. A Coptic Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 799.
110
Lacau, P. 1970. Les noms des parties du corps en Égyptien et en Sémitique. Paris: Imprimerie
Nationale - Librairie C. Klincksieck, 31.
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There is another word, ḏꜣḏꜣw, spelled identically to the anatomical word, save that it
has a different determinative:

. It generally has a vessel like a slightly

elongated nw jar (W24) at the end, and the word means ‘pot’.111 This is interesting since the
concept of a word for the skull overlapping with a word for a ceramic vessel is also seen in
the word pꜣḳt (cranial plate), which is addressed below.112 This can hardly be surprising
given the gross similarities between the two objects (relatively thin, protective layers of a
brittle material that functions to contain non-solid material – and of course, fragments of each
may appear very similar113). This association also stresses the idea that the ḏꜣḏꜣ is a region
that is more indicative of the bone than the flesh.
Although ḏꜣḏꜣ is infrequently used (especially as compared with tp), the reason for
that paucity of examples is ambiguous. Given the broad range of contexts and types of texts,
it would seem to have a general meaning. However, the fact that it is used fewer than 50
different sources, and even then it generally only appears once or twice per text (as compared
to tp, which appears over 30 times in the ES, over 50 times in the Eb, and in over 100
different texts114), would contra-indicate that hypothesis. This may imply that it was a term
more specific than the very general tp, but more general than the very specific ḏnnt. Thus in
medical texts the best translation is ‘cranium’, expressly including the face and mandible if
necessary (such as when defining the bꜣbꜣw), and excluding the flesh unless it is without
hair. When used in a non-medical context, it simply meant the ‘head’, often with an
association to the concept of disunion.
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Wb V, 532, 1-5.
See Chapter 3a.
113
Weeks, K. 1970. The Anatomical Knowledge of the Ancient Egyptians and the Representation of
the Human Figure in Art. Unpublished dissertation, Yale University, 19.
114
Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae:
http://aaew2.bbaw.de/tla/servlet/GetWcnDetails?u=guest&f=0&l=0&wn=170860&db=0
112
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ḏnnt115
Variations in medical texts:

ES116

ES117

ES118

ES119

Eb120

i. Definitions:
The Wörterbuch121 records three primary translations for ḏnnt. The first, which
mainly appeared in medical texts, was ‘the skull’ of a human, particularly the bony case in
which the brain lay.122 The second, which had arisen by the Greco-Roman Period, was ‘the
head’ of an individual, specifically the area upon which a crown rested.123 The third use was
as a word for a body part of a fish124 (The Wörterbuch does not specify any part in particular,
however the likelihood that it referred to the head will be addressed below). Walker125
provides a more explicit definition, indicating that only the braincase was referred to by
ḏnnt. He argues that even ‘skull’ is a poor translation, as the bones of the face should not be

included in the interpretation.
The Grundriß126 supplies numerous examples, primarily from ES, indicating
that the term should be translated as ‘skull.’ It also notes that, when employed as the skull of a

Wb, V, 576, 13-17 and Grundriß 7, 1005.
ES Cases 1(I, 11); Case 2(I, 12); Case 3(I, 19), (I, 20), (I, 25); Case 4(II, 1), (II, 2), (II, 5), (II, 6),
(II, 8), (II, 9) twice; Case 5(II, 11), (II, 13), (II, 15), (II, 16) thrice, (II, 17); Case 6(II, 18) twice, (II,
19), (II, 20), (II, 22), (II, 23, (II, 34); Case 7(III, 6), (III, 9), (III, 12-13), (III, 16); Case 8(IV, 5) twice,
(IV, 6), (IV, 7) twice, (IV, 10), (IV, 12) twice, (IV, 13); Case 9(IV, 19); P. Hearst H76 (IV, 4).
117
ES Case 6(II, 19)
118
ES Case 7(III, 2)
119
ES Case 5(II, 12, 17), Case 6(II, 24)
120
Eb 248 (47, 10-12), 250 (47,14-15), 730 (88,8-9).
121
Wb, V, 576, 13-17.
122
Wb, V, 576, 13-14: See examples below from ES and once in Eb.
123
Wb, V, 576, 15-16: Mariette 1871, Pl. 17e.
124
Wb, V, 576, 17: Eb 248 (47, 10-12), 250 (47,14-15), 730 (88,8-9).
125
Walker 1996, 279.
126
Grundriß 7, 1005.
115
116
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fish, it has a medicinal purpose. Lefebvre stresses that ḏnnt includes only “la partie
supérieure et postérieure de la tête”.127 He also mentions that, although used extensively in
the ES, it is rarely found outside of that, and is not mentioned at all in the Offering Lists.
Finally, he notes that the word appears to be interchangeable with ḏꜣḏꜣ (cranium – see
above).128
ii. Use in non-medical texts:
As noted by Lefebvre, there is very limited use of this word beyond a medical
context. The primary attestation is from the Coffin Texts, in the very fragmented Spell 435129.
In this instance the ḏnnt is of a snake, in a spell to drive off the reptile:
kꜣ wr mtwt.k nn jmj ḏnnt.k, ‘great bull

snake[?], your poison, this which is in your ḏnnt.’130 The only other example from the
Middle Kingdom is in P. Louvre E 25485, in which ḏnnt also relates to a devilishly
confusing spell (probably for the banishment of a snake or demon) which mentions the head
of a snake131:

dj.j(?) sḏb.k m Ḥrw m ḫfꜥ
132

ḏnnt.k, Borghouts

translates: “I wield your catching-fork as Horus, with (the result of)

laying hold of your head.” The other non-medical manifestations are from the Ptolemaic

127

Lefebvre 1952, 10.
Lefebvre 1952, 10-11.
129
De Buck, A. 1954. The Egyptian Coffin Texts Vol. V. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 286d.
There is another spell, 115 (De Buck 1954, II 134b), which includes a word that is also written dnnt,
but which has a determinative that is damaged in all cases except one, where it is clearly a casket
(Q5). De Buck notes that the obscured versions of this sign may indeed be a head (D1).
130
This is pieces from B2Bo, B7Bo, S2C and M23C. See De Buck 195, V 286d. Faulkner (1973, V,
286) translates: O great Bull-snake, whose venom is this which is within your skull.”
131
Vandier, J. 1968. ‘Deux textes religieux du Moyen Empire.’ In Helck, W. (ed.), Festschrift für
Siegfried Schott zu seinem 70. Geburtstag am 20 August 1967, 121-124. Wiesbaden: Otto
Harrassowitz; Borghouts, F. 1984. “The Victorious Eyes: A Structural Analysis of Two Egyptian
Mythologizing Texts of the Middle Kingdom.” In: Studien zu Sprache und Religion Ägyptens: zu
Ehren von Wolfhart Westendorf, 703-116.
132
Borghouts 1984, 704.
128
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Period, and are found on the walls of the temples of Edfu and Dendera.133 The term was
considered a general word for head at this time, and has been found in a few different
contexts.134 It has been used to describe the head of a foe135, the head of a falcon-standard136,
and the head of Re in the caption of a scene in Dendera in which he is offered a crown.137
Although examples are quite sparse, it is evident that this was a word found in
magical texts. Indeed all of these instances may be considered magical in nature, with the
possible exception of the inscriptions at Edfu and Dendera, however, their placement within
the context of a temple may allow a sense of magical importance. This magical subtext is
surprising since, as we will see below, the appearance of ḏnnt is far more common in the
very practical ES than in any other medical text. Given the close association with these
magical texts, one might have expected that the term would be more frequent in those
medical texts that are heavily inclined towards magical remedies. Although this limited scope
of the sources makes conclusions tentative at best, it seems that ḏnnt represented some
aspect of the head. There is, however, no indication that it particularly excluded the structures
of the face. Certainly in the Ptolemaic Period, as seen above from the inscriptions at Edfu and
Dendara, ḏnnt had become a general word. However, it could be argued that it still had the
potential to emphasize the cranial structures of the calvarium. This is demonstrated in the
scene from Dendera, mentioned above, since the area upon which a crown would rest (the
frontal, parietal, and occipital regions) is encompassed within the calvarium.

133

Edfou VIII, 84, 2-5; Mariette 1871, III 54v, IV 20, III 17e.
Wilson, P. 1997. A Ptolemaic Lexicon. A Lexicographical Study of the Texts in the Temple of Edfu.
Leuven: OLA 78, 1238.
135
Edfou IV 237, 13.
136
Edfou III 186, 9-10 and IV 15, 4.
137
Mariette, A. 1871. Dendérah. Paris: Librairie A. Franck, pl. 17e.
134
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iii. Use in medical texts:
Aside from in the ES, ḏnnt – when indicating an anatomical structure of a human –
occurs only in the Eb, where it appears once138. This paucity of texts, medical and nonmedical, in which ḏnnt is attested would seem to indicate that it was an infrequently used
word. However, this is belied by the at least 45 examples found in the ES139.
This disparity in the usage of ḏnnt must be considered when addressing its
translation. When compared to how infrequently it appears elsewhere, even in other medical
texts, the sheer number of times that this term was employed in the ES makes it unique.
Presumably there are a multitude of factors that contributed to this disproportionate
distribution. Perhaps the liberal application of this term in the ES is related to the specificity
of ḏnnt. Though similar to ḏꜣḏꜣ, it had a narrower meaning: the cranium, without the facial
bones, as suggested by Walker140 and Lefebvre141. The best evidence for this can be found by
examining its usage in ES.
ḏnnt can be found in ES Cases 1 through 9

142

, in a variety of different phrasings. It is

most frequently used (eight times143) in the construction:

sḏ ḏnnt.f, ‘a fracture

of his ḏnnt’. Indeed, sḏ, ‘fracture’, is very commonly found in conjunction with ḏnnt. There
is one example144 of

sḏ n ḏnnt.f, ‘a fracture of his ḏnnt’, and two

145

of

138

Eb 763(90,17).
There are an additional three examples that may be extrapolated from fragmented lines: 1(I, 11);
3(I, 18), (I, 24).
140
Walker 1996, 279.
141
Lefebvre 1952, 10-11.
142
ES Cases 1(I, 11) twice, but one is reconstructed from a fragmentary area; 2(I, 13); 3(I, 18)
reconstructed from a fragmentary area, (I, 19), (I, 21), (I, 24) twice, but one is reconstructed from a
fragmentary area; 4(II, 2), (II, 3), (II, 5), (II, 6), (II, 8), (II, 9) twice; 5(II, 11), (II, 12), (II, 13), (II, 15),
(II, 16) thrice, (II, 17) twice; 6(II, 18) twice, (II, 19) twice, (II, 20), (II, 22), (II, 23), (II, 24) twice;
7(III, 2), (III, 6), (III, 9), (III, 12), (III, 16); 8(IV, 5) twice, (IV, 6), (IV, 7) twice, (IV, 10), (IV, 12)
twice, (IV, 13); 9(IV, 19).
143
ES Cases 5(II, 11), (II, 12), (II, 15), (II, 16) twice; 6(II, 18), (II, 19), (II, 23).
144
ES Cases 8(IV, 5).
145
ES Cases 8(IV, 5), (IV, 12).
139
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sḏ m ḏnnt.f , ‘a fracture in his ḏnnt’. Other cases employing sḏ are

sḏ pf nty m ḏnnt.f, ‘this fracture which is in his ḏnnt’,

which appears four times146; and

sḏ pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt.f, ‘a

fracture of the pꜣḳt (squama – see below) of his ḏnnt’147;
sḏ pꜣḳt [sic] pw nt ḏnnt.f, ‘it is a fracture of the
148

pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt’

; and

sḏ pw jn ḏnnt.f, ‘it is a fracture by

his ḏnnt’149, which each occur once. The frequent appearance of sḏ can hardly be surprising
as the ES is largely related to trauma cases.150
ḏnnt is also often used in constructions with ḳs (bone). In particular, the initial

mention of ḏnnt in every case (save Cases 8 and 9) includes a reference to ḳs, whether it is
as simple as Case 1(I, 11):

ḳs n ḏnnt.f, ‘the bone of his ḏnnt,’ or the

slightly more convoluted Case 7(III, 2):

‘ꜥr n ḳs thm tpꜣw nw ḏnnt.f, ‘penetrating to151 the bone and perforating the tpꜣw (dura
mater – see below) of his ḏnnt.’ The ES also discusses that which is on the interior of the
152

ḏnnt, primarily in Case 6

:

ꜣjs n ḏnnt.f, ‘the viscera of his

ḏnnt.’ This expression is also used in Case 8(IV, 12). Case 6(II, 24) provides a similar gloss:

146

ES Cases 5(II, 13); 6(II, 20); 8(IV, 6), (IV, 10).
ES Case 9(IV, 19).
148
ES Case 8(IV, 13).
149
ES Case 5(II, 17).
150
The term is used in wounds of varying degrees of severity (Cases 1 and 2 being an injury which
the physician will tackle, versus Cases 6 and 8, for which there was no treatment that would be able to
improve the outcome).
151
For a discussion concerning the translation of this word see Gardiner 1930, 87-88.
152
ES Case 6 (II, 18), (II, 19), (II, 22).
147
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sḏ wr wbꜣ n hnw ḏnnt.f, ntnt ꜥrft ꜣjs.f, ‘a large fracture, opening to the interior of his
ḏnnt [and] the membrane containing his viscera.’ This close relationship of ḏnnt with the

brain (or cranial viscera) suggests that the facial bones can be excluded in the definition, and
certainly its identification as a bony structure cannot be in doubt when it is so frequently used
with ḳs.
Although there is no gloss that specifically explains the boundaries of the ḏnnt, there
are a few hints about its specificity. The gloss for Case 8(IV, 12-14) reads:

jr sḏ m
ḏnnt.f ẖr jnm n tp.f nj wnt wbnw nb ḥr.f sḏ tpꜣw pw ḏnnt.f ḥꜥw nty ḏꜣḏꜣ.f wḏꜣ,

‘concerning a fracture in his ḏnnt, under the skin of his head, there is not any wound upon it:
it is a fracture of the tpꜣw (dura mater) of his ḏnnt, and the flesh which is [on?] his ḏꜣḏꜣ is
sound.’ (As discussed above in Chapter 2a, the grammar of this last phrase concerning the
ḥꜥw is problematic, but does not seem to obscure the meaning of the text.) This elucidates

some of the limits of the structure: it cannot include the scalp, it likely is adjacent or attached
to the tpꜣw (dura mater) and it is similar to, but not necessarily identical with, the ḏꜣḏꜣ. All
of these characteristics further support the suggestion that ḏnnt refers to the calvarium.
This conclusion is further reinforced by the format of the ES itself. As mentioned
above, it is organized in such a way that cases generally progress in a logical fashion - from
those discussing the top of the head down to those discussing the torso - so that all of the
cases of a similar region are grouped together153. This is important in the identification of the
ḏnnt because this term is found only in Cases 1-9, which encompasses all of the cranial

cases (Case 10, examining an injury to the eyebrow, introduces the facial section). The term
153

ES Cases 1-9: cranium, Cases 10-17: face, Cases 18-23: temporal region (including one injury to
the ear), Cases 24-27: jaw and mouth, Cases 28-33: neck, Cases 34-35: clavicle, 36-38, humerus, 4048: torso.
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is not used for any of the cases that discuss features of the face (such as the nose and cheeks),
nor is it used for any of the cases involving the mandibular region. This restricting of the term
to only the initial cases (unlike tp, which is used throughout) seems to be weighty evidence
that ḏnnt did not include the structures of the face.
The only occurrence of ḏnnt as an anatomical structure in a human in the Eb, is
763(90,17):
sḏ ḳsw whn ḏnnt ꜥḏ m tbn dd
mr bꜣbꜣw 7 m ḏꜣḏꜣ, ‘a breaking of the bones which pierces the ḏnnt, smashing in the

brain which causes that the seven bꜣbꜣw (holes) in the ḏꜣḏꜣ are painful.’ Although this
sounds quite serious, it is actually the description of an uncertain aspect of a common cold.154
The fact that the bꜣbꜣw are explicitly associated with the ḏꜣḏꜣ, and not the ḏnnt, suggests
that the former included the apertures, whereas the latter did not. This supports the idea that
ḏnnt specifically indicates the calvarium, and not the entirety of the skull.

In three instances in the Eb155 (and one equivalent passage in P. Hearst156) the ḏnnt
can also be used in the context of a non-human, as an ingredient in a medicine. In all such
cases it is referring to an anatomical area of a fish (either a catfish in general,
specifically a Synodontis schall,

wḥꜥw

nꜥr, or

157

). It is only used as a component in

medicines for diseases of the head (a migraine in the later two cases158, and an unknown
illness in the first159). Although there is no conclusive proof that this term meant the head of a

154

Grundriß 7, 1005.
Eb 248 (47, 10-12), 250 (47,14-15), 730 (88,8-9).
156
Eb 248 = H 76.
157
Gamer-Wallert, I. 1970. Fische und Fischkulte im alten Ägypten. Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 32.
For more on the species in Egypt see: Brewer, D. J. and R. F. Friedman. 1989. Fish and Fishing in
Ancient Egypt. Warminster, England: Aris & Phillips.
158
Eb 250 (47,14-15), 730 (88,8-9): Grubdriß 6, 600.
159
Eb 248 (47, 10-12).
155
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fish, given its usage for a snake in Middle Kingdom texts, and its use in spells for headrelated illnesses, it seems a viable suggestion.
iv. Diachronic change and related words:
As we have seen above, the earliest identification of ḏnnt is not until the Middle
Kingdom. Even then it was quite rare, with the majority of the extant examples from Spell
435 in the Coffin Texts. In the Second Intermediate Period and New Kingdom, all instances
are from medical papyri. In order to evolve into a more general term in the Greco-Roman
Period160, it seems likely that ḏnnt had continued to be used throughout the New Kingdom.
However, the fact that it appears in none of the later New Kingdom medical texts, and that it
does not have a medical connotation in the Ptolemaic examples, would seem to
contraindicate a sustained medical usage.
One tentative link is through the use of ḏnnt in the Coffin Texts. De Buck161
mentions that in spell 115 there is a similar word (sometimes spelled ḏnnt and sometimes
spelled ḏnwt):

my rt rt sjꜣtt nṯrw

ḏnnwt, ‘come! Indeed, you who knows the gods from [their] ḏnnwt.’ This term may be

written with a head (D1) determinative in some cases, although the only certain text has a
casket (Q5) at the end. The context does not make clear the translation, although it also does
not rule out ‘cranium’.162 Westendorf163 notes that the Coptic word ðane meant ‘box’ and
perhaps came from this unknown word in the Coffin Texts. The concept of the cranium as a
casket is also not unprecedented, as can be seen from the use of

hn n tp (see

Chapter 2c). Although this is scant evidence, it is one way in which the perception of ḏnnt
meaning ‘head’ may have continued into the Ptolemaic Period.
160

Wb, V, 576, 15-16.
De Buck 1954, II 134b.
162
Faulkner 2004, 108f: “O you who know the gods with skulls.”
163
Westendorf, W. 1977. Koptisches Handwörterbuch. Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag,
425.
161
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As there are no examples before the Ptolemaic Period indicating that ḏnnt was used
in non-medical texts to refer to a human head (and only one example in a medical text aside
from the ES), this must have been an uncommon word during the Pharaonic period. However
given the frequency and context of its use in the ES, there can be little doubt that in the ES it
should be translated as ‘calvarium.’ The continued employment of this word through the
Ptolemaic Period suggests that with time it may have lost some of this specificity.
Additionally, the understanding of ḏnnt as ‘calvarium’ allows a number of questions to be
asked regarding the level of precision of anatomical terms of the cranium. If indeed the
ancient Egyptian physicians made such a clear distinction between the skull with the face and
the skull without, it may then be suggested that they likely applied this degree of precision to
all regions of the head at least.
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hn (n tp)164:
Variations in medical texts:

ES165
i. Definitions:
Literally, according to the Wörterbuch166, hn meant a box, particularly of wood or
gold, and was a term which began to be used as early as the Old Kingdom.167 It is only at the
end of the entry that the Wörterbuch168 mentions that it was a word for the cranium, when
found in the expression hn n tp, ‘the hn of the head’. Although, as seen below, the term
continued to be used at least into the New Kingdom, the Wörterbuch includes a separate
entry for hn as it was used in the Greco-Roman Period169, where even without the hn n tp, it
indicated the head. Walker170 identifies this phrase as the “casket of the head, calvarium.”
The Grundriß171 draws the connection between the concept of a box, and a box for the brain i.e. the braincase. Weeks172 also identifies it as calvarium, citing specifically Case 7 in the
ES. The Wörterbuch173 provides a separate entry for hn, with a tp (D1) determinative, as a
general word for head in the Greco-Roman period.174 Lefebvre mentions that a similar
expression was used to describe the thorax (i.e. the box of the viscera).175

Wb II, 491, 9-20 and 492, 1-4 and Grundriß 7, 565.
ES Case 7(III, 11), 7(III, 21), 7(IV, 1), and 7(IV, 2).
166
Wb II, 491, 9-20 and 492, 1-4.
167
One example, among many, from Giza, West Field: Mastaba des Kai-ni-nisut (G 2155), offering
slab, object list (line x+1.7); PM III, 78-9; see Junker, H. 1941. Gîza I. Die Mastabas der IV. Dynastie
auf dem Westfriedhof. Vienna and Leipzig: Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky, 258-9.
168
Wb II, 492, 4.
169
Wb II, 492, 5.
170
Walker 1996, 271.
171
Grundriß 7, 565.
172
Weeks 1979, 19.
173
Wb II, 492, 5.
174
One example: Edfou VII, 305, 5 - 305, 6-7 (line 305, 5).
175
Lefebvre 1952, 12.
164
165
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ii. Use in non-medical texts:
There is no evidence that this term was used to indicate the calvarium outside of the
ES. Rather, it was commonly used to refer to a casket-like item acting as household
equipment or a container for books, clothes, incense, or ointment.176 A more specialized
meaning was for a coffin.177 The term was also used in titles. From the Middle Kingdom
there is evidence of the title

šs n hn, ‘scribe of the hn

178

and occasionally in

Dynasty 18 it is seen as the title of a high official, ‘box of the king, with the plans for the
Two Lands’.179 Although, neither of these is fully understood, it seems likely that both
indicate that the item contained within the hn was of value. This seems particularly clear in
the later example. One of the key unifying factors of the majority of these non-medical
usages is the idea that the contents of a hn casket are special, either with religious
connotations, being precious in nature (oil, incense, etc.), or relating to important matters of
state. This parallels its anatomical usage when used with tp, as the bony structure is a
protective shell encapsulating an organ which physicians recognized as vital180, i.e. the brain.
iii. Use in medical texts:
In medical texts, hn n tp is found nearly exclusively in the ES. The only other
citation is in P. Berlin 3038, in an unclear spell about magical books, perhaps for managing
pain. In this context the description is of a container for undetermined documents, unrelated

176

Wb II, 491, 11-15; for example: for books: O. BM EA 41541, The Teaching of Amunnacht (line
12); for incense: Saqqara, Teti's cemetery, grave complex of Nikauisesi, Mastaba of Nikauisesi, Room
4, east wall (line 1); for ointment: Saqqara cemetery Unas, Mastaba of lhy or Idut, Room 4, north wall
(line: 2) (PM III 617); for linen: in Giza, West Field, Mastaba of Seschemnefer (G 4940), sacrificial
chamber, east wall, (line 4.4) (PM III 142).
177
Wb II, 492, 18; for example: Deir el-Gebrawi, Tomb of Ibi, offering chapel, north wall, east of the
niche, register 1 re: chest manufacturing inscriptions (line B3).
178
Newberry, P. E. 1895. El Bersheh Part I (The Tomb of Tehuti-Hetep). London: The Egyptian
Exploration Fund, pls. 15, 18, 20, 27.
179
Wb, II, 491, 20; 492, 1.
180
As seen from Cases 6, 7, and 8 of the ES particularly, where they noted that if the brain was
exposed, the patient was likely to die.
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to the calvarium or an anatomical concept.181 Of the four references in the ES182 all of the
secure examples (Case 8, which contains a questionable occurrence, will be discussed below)
are in the ‘second examination’ section of Case 7, which discusses a severe injury to the
tpꜣw (dura mater).

183

Unlike most cases, this one has three alternate sets

of symptoms, each with its own treatment and diagnosis. There is no doubt that this is a
critical case, and indeed in the second prognosis the physician is prompted to recommend that
there is no possible treatment.
In all instances in the ES, when hn indicates an anatomical structure, it is written hn
n tp (the only non-anatomical example will be addressed below in the gloss from Case 7(IV,

2)). The first occurrence, 7(III, 11), appears in a list of symptoms, which are found by the
physician:

stj hn n tp.f mj bkn n

ꜥwt, ‘the smell of the hn n tp.f [is] like the urine (bkn) of goats.’ The three remaining

examples are in the gloss section of this case. The second occurrence, 7(III, 21), is in a gloss
explaining the use of bkn (urine/excrement):

jr st hn n tp.f mj bk[n] n ꜥwt, wnn stj wpt.f pw mj wsšt nt ꜥwt, ‘concerning the

smell of the hn n tp.f, it is like the bkn of goats, meaning the smell of his wpt (parietal
region – see below) is like the urine (wsšt) of goats.’ The final two occurrences, 7(IV, 1) and
7(IV, 2), are both in a gloss that expounds upon the anatomical structure:
jr hn

P. Berlin 3038 163a(15,1) and Grundriß 7, 565.
ES Case 7(III, 11), 7(III, 21), 7(IV, 1), and 7(IV, 2).
183
See Chapter 3c, which discusses the lexicography of this contentious word.
181
182
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n tp.f ḥry-jb pw n wpt.f r-hꜣw ꜣjs.f; stwt.f pw n hn, ‘concerning ‘the hn n tp.f,’ it is

the middle of his wpt, near his brain; it is that which resembles a hn.’
To fully situate hn n tp, it is necessary to shed light on some of the contentious terms
introduced in this case. Breasted originally translated the word tpꜣw as sutures.184 Later,
Chapman185 modified this definition and offered the suggestion that tpꜣw meant the
membranes of the frontal sinus cavity. Unfortunately he based a significant amount of his
argument on the idea that

wpt should be read as brow, which Walker

186

later disproved.

Walker addressed the meaning of wpt, and cogently argued that it is the region of the
parietals, including the sagittal suture. Although he did not offer a suggestion regarding what
the tpꜣw would be, the author of this paper believes it to be the dura mater (see Chapter 3c),
the thick membrane that surrounds the brain.187
If the hn n tp is an anatomical part in the middle of the wpt, as suggested in 7(III, 12), it would seem to imply that it is within the boundaries of the wpt. This would mean that
translating the structure at the calvarium (i.e. the whole of the cranium without the face) is, in
fact, not correct. There can, however, be no doubt that this must in some form resemble a
container for an object, as the end of the second gloss makes clear. Given these parameters, it
does not make sense to suggest that the ‘middle’ refers to the sagittal suture – as this in no
way looks similar to a box.
Perhaps then, it is referencing the inner layer of bone of the skull (as discussed
earlier188) in the parietal/crown area. The second gloss in the ES comments that the structure
is ‘near the brain’. Such a prominent association with this organ would make sense if the hn
184

Breasted 1930, 196.
Chapman, P.H. 1992. “Case Seven of the Smith Surgical Papyrus: The Meaning of tpAw.” Journal
of the American Research Center in Egypt 29, 40.
186
Walker 1996, 63.
187
Tortora and Nielsen 2009, 585.
188
See the terminology section of the introduction.
185
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was essentially in contact with it. This proposition is strengthened by the extent of the
damage described in this particular wound. If the tpꜣw has been injured, then all of the layers
of the skull above it must also have been penetrated, as this would expose the inner
membrane to the physician. The rarity of the word may provide further evidence: a possible
reason for the scarcity of occurrences of the expression hn n tp is that the structure was one
with which people, even physicians, rarely interacted. While this would certainly be the case
for the inner layer of the skull, the same cannot be said if hn n tp is translated as calvarium.
Furthermore, precedence exists for the ancient Egyptians employing terms for layers of bone.
Weeks189 cogently argued that

tbn, should be translated as ‘diploë,’ the porous type

of bone that lies between the inner and outer layers of the cranium. If a word for one layer of
the skull existed in ancient Egyptian anatomical terminology, it would not then be surprising
for additional ones to have been developed.
iv. Diachronic change and related words:
A number of authors, including Breasted190 and Weeks191, suggest a strong
relationship between hn n tp and the word

whnn. Although there are very few

instances of whnn, it seems likely that it indicated the vertex of the cranium, and the area
containing the fontanelle (the soft spot on the skull of a child).192 In the first instance of the
term193 it has a clear tp head (D1) determinative:
mj ꜣhd [sic] whnn n ẖrd, nj ꜥḏ.n.f,

‘like the weakness of the whnn of a child, (when) it was not whole’. In the second
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Weeks 1996, 26-8.
Breasted 1930, 169.
191
Weeks 1979, 19.
192
Wb I, 346, 1-2.
193
ES 6(II, 21)
190
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instance194, the sign at the end of whnn is unclear, and Breasted conjectured that it was the
casket of hn (Q5):

mj [n or ꜣ]hd whnn

n ẖrd nj [sic] ṯs.t.f ‘like the trembling of the whnn of a child, (when) it has not yet joined.’

If this were indeed the casket, then the glyph could be read as a determinative for whnn, or
alternatively, as a shortened version of hn. This last seems unlikely, since there does not
appear to be any evidence for this supposition in the actual hieratic, nor does Breasted
provide his reasoning for making this assumption. The likelihood that this is a writing of hn
is further diminished as it would be the only example of hn used without tp when indicating
the anatomical structure prior to the Greco-Roman Period.
Although the paucity of examples limits discussion concerning diachronic change, it
is known that by the time of the Greco-Roman Period the phrase hn n tp had been shortened
to merely hn.195 At this time the word was written in a variety of forms; some examples of
the variation include the elimination of the casket determinative between the two words, or
the retention of only the casket to indicate hn, followed by the tp head.196 Both of these
would indicate the probable conflation of the two words, so that the tp head became merely a
determinative. Similar usage appearing in the Third Intermediate Period – in which hn was
used to describe the thorax, specifically as it was the chest of the heart197, or later, in the
Ptolemaic Period, the stomach198 – would seem to indicate that over time the association with
an anatomical context grew.
The gloss in Case 7 elucidates the general region of the anatomical structure hn, by
placing it in the confines of the wpt. The other particulars that add to our understanding are
less obvious. By investigating the anatomical and non-anatomical examples of occurrence it
194

ES 8(IV, 11)
Among others: Edfou VII, 305, 5 - 305, 6-7 (line 305, 5).
196
Wb II, 492, 5.
197
See: P. Moskau 127 = P. Puschkin I, b, 127, Recto: Der Moskauer literarische Brief ("A Tale of
Woe") (line 1,12).
198
Among others: Edfou VII, 264, 16 -. 265, 1-2 (line 264, 16).
195
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is possible to fill in some of the missing information. It must share some of the locational
features of the wpt, and it must have similar structural properties to a box. The details would
seem to specify that the hn is within the parameters of the wpt, regardless of how the term
defined. It also has a strong relationship to the brain and a cultural context of protecting an
important object. The fact that it is mentioned only in a case of full penetration of the skull
and the infrequency of its usage, further add to the idea that it is a structure only encountered
in rare occasions of significant cranial injury. From this we may hypothesize that the hn is in
fact the inner layer of the skull in the parietal region (wpt), which at a later date, in the
Ptolemaic Period, transformed into a more general term for the cranium.
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3. Specific Structures of the Skull:
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199

pꜣḳt

Variations in medical texts:

ES200

ES204

ES201

ES202

ES203

ES205

i. Definitions:
In the Wörterbuch206, pꜣḳt is first defined as a sherd of an earthen pot. Alternatively,
this source notes the term may have been used to refer to the cranium of a human207 or to a
turtle shell208. Walker209 offers a more specific interpretation, indicating that it may refer to a
“thin plate of bone,” or even more specifically, “the thin bone of the vault of the head.” The
Grundriß210 registers three primary, though overlapping usages of pꜣḳt (a shell or rind of a
skull): one, concerning an anatomical region of a human; two, concerning the location of a
fracture; three, concerning the treatment of a fracture. It also notes that it was used as a term
Wb, I, 500, 1-3 and Grundriß 7, 258-9.
Case 4(II, 9).
201
Case 4(II, 9).
202
Cases 7(III, 16) twice, and 9(IV, 19).
203
Case 8(IV, 13). The spelling of pꜣḳt here is obviously anomalous. There is no doubt that the
hieratic is a quail chick (G43) over a t loaf (X1). This grouping is not very dissimilar from the hillside
(N29) over the t loaf; thus, it would be an easy typo for the scribe to make. Additionally, the term
makes sense in this context and is used in a similar fashion to the examples in Case 9, seen below.
Another possible correction could render the word as tpꜣw (dura mater) – with the initial t loaf
missing, this would also account for the three plural stokes at the end of the word. However, this does
not make sense given the context, as this term is never used with sḏ. What seems most probable is
that the scribe started to write the correct word, pꜣḳt, and half way though confused its spelling with
the very similar tpꜣw.
204
Case 9(IV, 19-20).
205
Case 9(V, 1).
206
Wb, I, 500, 1: Eb 397(61, 19-20) and 621(78, 17), among others; Westcar (6, 10); P. Kahun (vet)
55.
207
Wb, I, 500, 2: ES 4(II, 9) twice, 7(III, 16) twice, 9(IV, 19); BD 154 (Book of Nu 18, 17).
208
Wb, I, 500, 3: Eb 476(67, 5-6), 539(71, 15), 710(86,11), among others.
209
Walker 1996, 269.
210
Grundriß 7, 258-9.
199
200
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for an ingredient in medicine. However if used as an ingredient, it never referred to the pꜣḳt
of a human.211 Lefebvre’s212 suggestion agrees with Walker’s, with a nearly identical
definition: “les segments en forme d’écailles (squamae) constituent les os du crane.”
ii. Use in non-medical texts:
Although it does not seem that this word was used with much frequency in nonmedical texts a few notable exceptions exist. The most famous occurs in the first tale in P.
Westcar213, when the priest Djadja-em-ankh moves the water in the pool to reveal the fishcharm lying upon a

pꜣḳt. Here the pꜣḳt has been translated as “potsherd”

by Simpson214, “shard” by Leichtheim215, and “flake of stone” by Faulkner216.
pꜣḳt is also found on a magical ostracon from the Ramesside period at Deir el-

Medina in a spell to prevent poisoning. In this case it has been translated as
“Scherben(haufen)”217, perhaps best understood here as stone fragments since it is followed
by a discussion of rocks and mountains. Finally, it appears in the Book of the Dead, Chapter
154, in a spell for preserving the corpse.218 This is the only instance in a non-medical text
where the term refers to the skull of a human. pꜣḳt appears in a list of damages to the body
that have not been suffered by the person for whom the spell is written:

211

In this case it might be a turtle shell or a fragment of a pot. These will be discussed in greater detail
below.
212
Lefebvre 1952, 11.
213
Westcar (6, 10).
214
Simpson 2003, 17.
215
Lichtheim 2006, 217.
216
Faulkner 1991, 88.
217
Posener, G. 1952. Catalogue des ostraca hiératiques littéraires de Deir el Médineh. Tome 2, Nos
1109-1266. DFIFAO 18.
218
Allen, G. T. 1974. The Book of the Dead or Going Forth by Day. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press (SAOC 37), 279.
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nj [j]ꜣt.j nj ẖnn jrt,j nj hꜣb p[ꜣ]ḳt.j nj jd msḏr.j, ‘I have not been injured, my eye has not

rotted, my pꜣḳt has not been crushed219, my ear is not deaf….’
Although there are very few attestations of pꜣḳt, it is evident that as a non-medical
term it had a broad application because each is in a different category of text (literary,
magical, and religious). The general meaning also seems clear from these examples: it was a
relatively thin, hard, flake-like object, which was made more specific by its context. This is
an arrangement that can also be seen in the variety of ways in which it was used in medical
papyri.
iii. Use in medical texts:
Although found in a number of medical texts, it clearly indicate an anatomical
structure of a human in the ES. All other examples are elements in prescriptions and most
have the stone determinative (O39). The most common interpretations are: the shell of a
turtle (štjw): Eb 476(67, 5-6)

, 539(71, 15)
, 710(86,11)

, and P. Leid 14(9, 7)

; or a fragment of a pot (hnw mꜣ): Eb 397(61, 19-20)
and 621(78, 17)

. There is also

one ambiguous occurrence in Eb 722(87, 18), which refers to using a powder (ḳ3w) of a
shell (pꜣḳt), yet no type of animal or object is specified:

. In P.

219

So: Faulkner, R. O. and O. Goelet. 1998. The Egyptian Book of the Dead, The Book of Going
Forth by Day. Cairo: The American University in Cairo Press, 124. Wb II 481, 2 just translates as
‘intransitive verb of illness.’
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220

Hearst both examples (173(11, 17)

and 194(13, 2)

221

) discuss the pꜣḳt of a jar, likely a fragment.

Finally, in P. Kahun Vet (II, 55)222

pꜣḳt is used with the grain of

sand determinative (N 33), however from the context (a discussion about bandaging the eyes
of a bull with an unknown illness) it seems much more likely that it is supposed to be the
similarly spelled word for ‘linen’ and simply has the wrong determinative.223 Although one
section of the text has broken off, Griffith224 has transcribed the text as:
šn.ḫr.k jr.wy.f m pꜣḳt stꜣ
m ḫt, ‘you should surround his eyes with pꜣḳt, which is heated with fire.’

When pꜣḳt is used in the ES it exclusively refers to the human cranium. There are
eight occurrences in four cases.225 Cases 4 and 7 have identical phrases, although each begins
with a different word. The first, 4(II, 9), is in the gloss for a case that considers an injury
splitting the skull:

jwd pꜣḳt pw r

pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt.f, ‘it is the separating of the pꜣḳt from the pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt (calvarium).’ The

second, 7(III, 16), is also in a gloss, however here it is helping to define the tpꜣw (dura
mater):

jmt pꜣḳt pw r pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt.f

‘it is what is between the pꜣḳt and the pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt.’
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Reisner 1905, Pl. XI.
Reisner 1905, Pl. XIII.
222
Griffith 1895, Pl. VII.
223
There is another word (Wb I, 499, 11-15) spelled the same way meaning ‘linen,’ but this is
221

completed with a cloth determinative
(S28), as opposed to the grain of sand
for the anatomical term.
224
Griffith 1895, Pl. VII.
225
Cases 4(II, 9); 7(III, 16); 8(IV, 13); 9(IV, 19), (IV, 19-20), (V, 1).

(N33) that is used
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Although this word is used only in the ES as an anatomical term for a human, the
meaning is still apparent from the similar words, in medical and non-medical texts, which we
have seen above. Given the profusion of words written ‘pꜣḳt’ that indicate material with the
potential to be thin, hard, and fragmented, the definition of the anatomical term as the squama
(plate of the skull) seems accurate. As Weeks226 points out, when a fragment of squamal bone
is found in isolation, it can be difficult to distinguish from a flake of stone, or a pottery sherd.
This identification is further supported by the use of the word to indicate the shell of a turtle,
which is not only thin and hard, but also generally appears to be segmented into individual
plates. This last comparison also supports the claim that this is the naturally delineated
squama, and not simply fragments of skull caused by the injury. This is further maintained by
the example in Case 4(II, 9):

jwd pꜣḳt pw r pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt.f, spw mn m ḥꜥwt n tp.f, ‘it is separating the pꜣḳt from

the pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt, fragments being fixed on the flesh of his head.’ If pꜣḳt were translated
as fragments, it would render spw redundant.
Three of the four remaining examples involve variations concerning a fracture (sḏ).
Case 8(IV, 13) is a gloss for a serious injury, which breaks the bone, but does not rupture the
scalp:

sḏ pꜣḳt [sic]

227

pw nt ḏnnt, ‘it is a

fracture of the pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt.’ Case 9, which concerns a trauma to the forehead region,
has three occurrences of pꜣḳt (the first two are nearly identical). 9(IV, 19) reads:
sḏ pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt.f, ‘a fracture of the pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt.’

226
227

Weeks 1970, 20.
See note at the beginning of this chapter regarding the anomalous spelling.
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9(IV, 19-20) reads:

sḏ pꜣḳt nt ḏꜣḏꜣ.f, a fracture of the

pꜣḳt of his ḏꜣḏꜣ.’ As discussed in Chapter 2a it is likely that the exchange of ḏꜣḏꜣ for ḏnnt

is an indicator that these two words were used in a similar fashion, the first referring
specifically to the calvarium (i.e. the cranium excluding the facial bones) and the second to
the entire skull include the face.
The near ubiquitous pairing of pꜣḳt with either ḏnnt, or more rarely ḏꜣḏꜣ, in the ES
would seem to indicate that this word alone had a broader meaning (i.e. any shard-like
object), which was then made more specific by affixing an anatomical location. Most of the
cases that include pꜣḳt do not associate it with a particular area of the cranium, yet there are
a few clues that aid in narrowing the definition. First, it must include the frontal bone, as
Case 9 is specific to the forehead region: 9(IV, 19)
wbnw m ḥꜣt ḥr.f sḏ pꜣḳt nt
ḏnnt.f, a wound in the foremost of his face, which fractured the pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt.’ Another

factor in this identification is elucidated by the frequent use of pꜣḳt with ḏnnt (three times)
– as opposed to ḏꜣḏꜣ (one time). As discussed above, it seems likely that ḏnnt indicates
only the calvarium, not the entire skull, whereas ḏꜣḏꜣ appears to include the delicate bones
of the face (the frontal bone being considered a part of the calvarium, not the facial bones).
Thus it is possible to suggest that the pꜣḳt was considered to be an aspect related to the
bones of the calvarium specifically.
The final example is found in Case 9(V, 1), in the treatment section. After the
application of a poultice of ostrich egg to heal a wound228, the text reads:
ṯs.f p[ꜣ]ḳt, ‘[the poultice] is knitting the pꜣḳt.’ Here the word is spelled anomalously, with
228

The use of the ostrich egg as a poultice may be due to the similarities in appearance of the thick
broken eggshell and the flake of cranial bone represented by pꜣḳt. Perhaps the ancient physician
thought that the shared properties of the eggshell would aid in the healing of the pꜣḳt.
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the pꜣ-bird (G40) and aleph-bird (G1) both being omitted. Additionally there is an error in
this line, which has been corrected by the scribe: the beginning of the phrase, ṯs.f, was
presumably forgotten at first. Then the scribe wrote it in above the line, in red ink, and placed
a small red x before pꜣḳt to indicate the proper position of the forgotten word. It is also the
only time where pꜣḳt is not used in conjunction with a word for the skull (i.e. pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt
or pꜣḳt nt ḏꜣḏꜣ). Why this occurrence is inconsistent with the other examples in the ES is
unclear.
These are not the only irregularities in Case 9. The examination is merely a repetition
of the title, and the prognosis has been completely omitted. It also contains an example,
unique in the ES, of a spell that was to be recited to aid in the knitting of the bone. Breasted
says concerning this case: “the treatment which immediately follows this examination is a
recipe, a grotesque product of superstition and belief in magic, accompanied indeed by a
magical charm to be repeated over it to ensure its efficacy!”229 He attributes this to a failing
on the part of the surgeon (whom Breasted believed had succumbed to his superstitions), or
alternatively he suggests that the scribe may have added it without guidance from the
surgeon.230 Although Breasted may be correct, there is scant evidence upon which to base
such a conclusion. An alternative possibility is that this treatment was originally copied from
a different source than the other ES cases, perhaps one that was more similar in content to the
Eb. What may be said unequivocally is that, although spelled oddly, this word should be
understood as pꜣḳt, ‘squama’. pꜣḳt has already been used twice in this case, and describing
the knitting of the bone is logical in the treatment section. Also, similar spellings have been
used for this word when it is applied to non-human material, thus the variation is not entirely
unprecedented.

229
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Breasted 1930, 217.
Breasted 1930, 217.
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iv. Diachronic change and related words:
Since pꜣḳt, as a term for a human anatomical element, is limited to the ES and the
one mention in the 18th Dynasty Book of the Dead231, it is not possible to judge any useful
diachronic change in this context. Even if we consider the other instances in which the word
is employed, we are still limited to a span of time from the late Second Intermediate Period232
through the New Kingdom.233 There are a number of words with very similar spellings, such
as the word for linen234, the verb, ‘to be thin’235, and a word for a thin pastry236. Although
these connections might be considered obscure, the similarity – in both the spellings and the
translations – seems to indicate a connection with the anatomical term pꜣḳt. The time period
in which these words were used is much broader. The term understood as ‘thin pastry’ is the
earliest usage, dating back to the Old Kingdom237. The word translated as ‘to be thin’ is the
latest usage, with one example found from the Ramesside Period238, and with a clear
transition to the Coptic word pake.239 The word for linen continued into Demotic, and we
also see the appearance of a Demotic word, pke, which meant fragment.240
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BD 154: Lapp, G. 1997. Papyrus of Nu (Catalogue of Books of the Dead in the British Museum).
London: British Museum Press (18, 17).
232
As mentioned earlier, ES is believed to have been written at the end of the Second Intermediate
Period: Breasted 1930, 28-9. Also, P. Westcar is probably from this time, or slightly earlier:
Lichtheim 2006, 215.
233
P. Hearst and Eb are both presumed to be from this time: Nunn 1996, 31, 35. Additionally, the
Book of the Dead which mentions p3kt is attributed to Overseer of the Treasurer Nu, of the 18th
Dynasty:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/search_object_details.aspx?o
bjectid=113197&partid=1&IdNum=1888%2c0515.4.18&orig=%2fresearch%2fsearch_the_collection
_database%2fmuseum_number_search.aspx.
234
Wb I, 499, 11-15: in a large number of texts, including among many others: Sinuhe (293), ES
Incantation 5(XIX, 11), and the walls of Edfu (I 554).
235
Wb I, 499, 6-7: a rather rare word, found in Kairo Wb. Nr. 19.
236
Wb I, 499, 9-10: found in a number of examples, including an offering list from TT 61 <719> from
Dynasty 18.
237
Wb I, 499, 9: found in the PT: Spell 879.
238
KRI, 1, 92, 8.
239
Westendorf 1977, 145.
240
CDD P 10:1, 170.
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From the examples evident in both medical and non-medical texts, it seems that pꜣḳt
could be used to describe a variety of hard materials, as long as the object resembled a
potsherd. However, as a term for an anatomical region of a human in a medical text, it was
almost always paired with a word for the cranium, and thus should be understood as a
‘squama’ of the skull. The question remains: did the pꜣḳt include only the parietal and frontal
bones, which may be considered to resemble most closely a fragment of pottery, or were the
top sections of occiput and temporal bones also included? There is no definitive way to
answer this, yet certainly, given the rugosity of the base of the skull, the squama of calvarium
is the best understanding.
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mꜣꜥ241
Variations in medical texts:

ES242

Eb243

Eb244

P. Kahun Vet.245

i. Definitions:
The Wörterbuch states that mꜣꜥ is most commonly used to refer to humans, and
specifically denotes the location on the head between the eyes and ears246, where the sidelock is located.247 In the Wörterbuch248, mꜣꜥ is translated simply as ‘the temple’ and is noted
as having originated in the Middle Kingdom. Although infrequently used, the word may have
been applied to the same region of the head on cattle.249 Common expressions that include
this term are used to indicate paying attention to someone250 or something251, and in a
compound preposition meaning ‘next to someone’252. Walker253 provides the translation:
“side of the head, temple.” Lefebvre254 suggests the same translation and adds that this term
is particularly common in Eb, and is regularly used in non-medical texts. The Grundriß255
notes that this word is frequently used in conjunction with migraines and disorders of the eye
and ear, particularly in the recipes for curing those illnesses.

Wb II, 24, 9-16, and Grundriß 7, 348-9.
ES Case 9(V, 3).
243
Eb 363(58, 20), 363(58, 21), and 364(58, 22).
244
Eb 362(58, 19) and 854e(99, 16).
245
P. Kahun (vet.) lines 63-4.
246
Wb II, 24, 9: among other (see Eb examples below), Mutter und Kind (P. Berlin 3027) E(4, 2) and
The Taking of Joppa (P. Harris 500) (1, 13).
247
Wb II, 24, 10: P. Harris 500 (5, 12).
248
Wb II, 24, 9-16.
249
Wb II, 24, 14: P. Kahun (vet.) 61-4.
250
Wb II, 24, 11-12: Westcar (12, 4) and The Eloquent Peasant (P. Berlin 3023) 32.
251
Wb II, 24, 13: P. Sallier IV Rs. (6,5).
252
Wb II, 24, 15-16. For a number of examples see Gunn 1941 and below.
253
Walker 1996, 269.
254
Lefebvre 1952, 14.
255
Grundriß 7, 348-9.
241
242
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ii. Use in non-medical texts:
There are a number of instances of mꜣꜥ being used in non-medical papyri,
particularly in the expressions mentioned above. In the context of ‘listening’ or ‘paying
attention to,’ some examples include P. Westcar (12, 4),
ꜥḥꜥ.n rdj.n.s mꜣꜥ.s r pꜣ
ẖꜣr, ‘then she gave her mꜣꜥ to this sack,’ and The Eloquent Peasant (B1, 32), when the cruel

Nemtynakhte ignores the pleas of the peasant,

nj rdj.n.f

mꜣꜥ.f r.s, ‘he did not give his mꜣꜥ to it,’ i.e. ‘he did not pay attention to it [the pleading]’

256

.

According to Gunn257, who provides a number of examples from the Middle Kingdom and
New Kingdom258, this is also a common word in the expression tp mꜣꜥ.259 This compound
preposition means ‘accompanying’ or ‘beside’ – one case can be found in the story of Sinuhe:
260

šbb ꜥtḫ tp-mꜣꜥ.j, ‘kneading and straining beside me’

.

The only example of mꜣꜥ known from the Middle Kingdom/Second Intermediate
Period is in the Coffin Texts, Spell 19261. Here it is used in the expression tp(y)-mꜣꜥ, and has
been translated by Faulkner as “opponent”262. Although he does not explain his reasoning,
this meaning certainly fits the context:

nn ḫft.k nn tp(y)-

256

So translated in The Eloquent Peasant by Lichtheim 2006, 171; Faulkner 1991, 102; and Simpson
2003, 28. Other expressions with similar translations include: Urk. IV, 1082, 14; and Caminos, Lit.
Frag. P. 17.
257
Gunn, B. 1941. ‘Notes on Egyptian Lexicography.’ The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, Vol. 27
(Dec.), 146.
258
Newberry 1985, I, pl. 14; Rifeh 7, 16; Sinuhe, B 247; Cat. Mon. I, 66. Only the last is from the
New Kingdom (reign of Thutmosis IV).
259
Gunn (1941, 147f.) also notes that this use, where tp is the preposition, is entirely separate from
the use of tp mꜣꜥ’ found in Eb 854e (99, 16) - which will be discussed in the following section - as
tp in this last instance is a noun.
260
Sinuhe (P. Berlin 3022), B 247.
261
De Buck 1935, I,55.
262
Faulkner 1999, 102.
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263

mꜣꜥ.k, “you shall have no foes or opponents.”

If translated literally, tp(y)-mꜣꜥ would be

‘one who is upon the temple,’ which could be understood as a person who is close enough to
attack the temple. This understanding is supported by the use of the dagger
tp(y) in some cases,

264

and the enemy determinative (variation of A13:

(T8) to spell
) after the

expression in one example265.
There are substantially more New Kingdom sources than earlier ones, including P.
Sallier IV266, P. Harris 500267, P. Anastasi V268 and a number of magical texts269. P. Sallier IV
(a letter to a young scribe, praising Thoth) has the only New Kingdom example where the
sense of mꜣꜥ is ‘to pay attention to’270. Both P. Harris 500 and P. Anastasi V contain two
occurrences of the term, each with a different connotation. In P. Harris 500, the first
example271 is in love poetry, and clearly indicates the hair (possibly of the side-lock) – which
has been only half-braided:272

gs n mꜣꜥ.j nbd, ‘half of my mꜣꜥ is

braided.’ The second example273 appears in the story The Taking of Joppa, in which Djehuty,
as part of his plan to retake the city, fells the Prince of Joppa by striking his mꜣꜥ274:
jw.f ḥr ḥwj ḥr
mꜣꜥ n pꜣ ḫry n ypw, ‘he struck upon the mꜣꜥ of the rebel of Joppa.’ In P. Anastasi V, the
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Faulkner 1999, 102.
In De Buck 1935: B3Bo and B6C.
265
In De Buck 1935: B3Bo.
266
P. Sallier IV = P. BM 10184 (LEM), verso (5.5).
267
Two examples: P. Harris 500 recto (5, 12) and verso (1, 13).
268
Two examples: P. Anastasi V = P. BM EA 10244 (LEM) (7, 2) and (17, 4).
269
P. Leiden I 348, Spells 5(3, 2), 15(10, 1), 16(10, 3), 17(10, 8), and 18(11, 3); Chester Beatty V = P.
BM 10685 Vs. 3(4, 10), 2(5, 2), 2(6, 3), 2(6, 4), and 2(6, 5); P. Budapest 51.1961, Spells 2(1, 7), 3(2,
6), and 3(2, 7); Mutter und Kind E(4, 2).
270
So understood by Caminos (1954, 350).
271
P. Harris 500 recto (5, 12).
272
So understood by Fox 1985, 25; Simpson 2003, 315.
273
P. Harris 500 verso (1, 13)
274
Understood by Simpson 2003, 73 as ‘temple’ and by Peet (1925, 226) and Petrie (1913, 3-4) as
‘forehead’.
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first example275 is in a letter to a lazy student, which reads:
ḏrt.k wꜣḥ ḥr mꜣꜥ.k, ‘your hand placed upon your mꜣꜥ.’ The second example

276

is more

obscure, however the use of mꜣꜥ seems to be more closely related to the concept of ears:
hhj jꜣbw mꜣꜥ.k, ‘pleasures have made deaf

your mꜣꜥ’.
It is clear from the variety of uses in non-magical New Kingdom texts that at this time
the term mꜣꜥ had a relatively broad meaning in non-medical contexts. Since there is not one
English word that encompasses all of these concepts, the definition may be roughly identified
as the region of the side of the head including the ear and side-lock.
Although infrequent in ES and Eb, mꜣꜥ is commonly used in magical texts with
spells related to ailments, such as P. Leiden I 348277, Chester Beatty278, P. Budapest279, and
Mutter und Kind280. The last text only has one example, which appears in a list of body parts
and ailments of a child, grouped loosely in anatomical sections from the top of the head down
(the list includes, in order, ailments of the forehead, eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, teeth,
throat, tongue, lips, chin, mꜣꜥ, ears, neck, shoulders, etc.):
m hꜣw ḥr mꜣꜥ.f sꜣw sḫt, ‘do

not approach his mꜣꜥ; beware of deafness [sḫ]’. The mention of mꜣꜥ comes after an ailment
of the chin281 and before an ailment of the ears. The translation of sḫ as ‘deafness’ is not

275

P. Anastasi V = P. BM EA 10244 (LEM) (7, 2).
P. Anastasi V = P. BM EA 10244 (LEM) (17, 4).
277
P. Leiden I 348, Spells 5(3, 2), 15(10, 1), 16(10, 3), 17(10, 8), and 18(11, 3).
278
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 3(4, 10), 2(5, 2), 2(6, 3), 2(6, 4), and 2(6, 5).
279
P. Budapest 51.1961, Spells 2(1, 7), 3(2, 6), and 3(2, 7).
280
Mutter und Kind E(4, 2).
276

281

The word for this body part is
ꜥnꜥn, which Erman (1901, 20) has translated as
“Schädel.” However, according to the Wörterbuch (I 191, 13) it is chin, a translation that make more
sense than skull here, given the anatomical context.
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common in Late Egyptian282, so the translation may not be considered completely secure. It is
interesting that this treatment for sḫ is followed by an ailment of the ears,

jd, which

has also been understood as ‘deafness’283. It seems likely that the two terms for deafness have
a subtle difference that is not apparent to the modern reader, but was understood by the
ancient physician. Perhaps sḫ is used here with mꜣꜥ because it is so similar to the verb ‘to
beat’284 and had the connotation of the pounding sensation of a headache in the temple
region285. Although it is not possible to ascertain the precise meaning of sḫ here, the fact that
mꜣꜥ is listed in the same group as the chin and the ear certainly does not rule out that it

referred to the general area of the temple (since that region is bounded by the jaw, the ear and
the eye).
All of the other magico-medical papyri have multiple examples of mꜣꜥ, many of
which are used in unclear contexts. P. Leiden I 348 contains five occurrences of mꜣꜥ, each in
a different spell. All of these examples (except for one286, which is fragmented after mꜣꜥ, and
which Borghouts notes is particularly incomprehensible287) discuss the mꜣꜥ in terms of its
vessel (mt). The first example288 reads:

kt šnt šp.k mt štꜣ, šp.k mt štꜣ nt mꜣꜥ pn, ‘Another spell. You should flow out, hidden

vessel. You should flow out, hidden vessel of this mꜣꜥ!’289 Although it is not clear from the
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Lesko (2004, II, 66) and Wb III, 473, 16.
Erman 1901, 20; Wb I, 151, 13.
284
Wb III, 466-7.
285
Pulsatile Tinnitis is also described as having symptoms including a ‘pounding sensation on the
ears’. This particular illness may make it difficult for the patient to hear properly, thus the connection
with deafness. (https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/hearing/pages/tinnitus.aspx) Perhaps sḫ refers
specifically to the onset of this disease.
286
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 16(10, 3).
287
Borghouts 1978, 23.
288
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 5(3,2).
289
Borghouts (1978, 17) translates: “Another conjuration. Break out, vessel of the hidden part (?)!
Break out, vessel of the hidden part (?) of this temple!” He does not suggest why he takes as a štꜣ
283
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text to what exact illness this relates, Borghouts suggests that it has parallels with the spells
related to headaches290, all of which mention the vessels of mꜣꜥ. These headache remedies
are included in spell 15 to spell 18, however none of them provide information as to the
precise definition of the mꜣꜥ. The first291 and second292 both begin a plea to the vessel of the
mꜣꜥ. The first is fragmented after this, and the second is followed by a word that has an

uncertain translation:

mt n mꜣꜥ nhdnw, ‘[Oh] vessel of the

mꜣꜥ, which is furious (?).’ This last questionable word may have continued into the next

column, unfortunately this section of the papyrus has fragmented. Borghouts tentatively
suggested ‘throb’293 and notes that it is likely related to the word

nhd, found in

Eb294 and identified in the Wörterbuch as a ‘poor condition of the veins’.295 Alternatively, the
word

296

nhd is found in the Pyramid Texts

and has been translated as ‘furious’, which

may be used to refer to pain.297 The concepts of the temple being ‘furious’ and ‘throbbing’
are very similar, so either way it seems likely that this refers to pain in the temple. The last
example298 is in a heavily fragmented line, from which it is possible to read only mꜣꜥ.wj
clearly. Borghouts has transcribed the hieratic before this as:
299

n hḳw mtw n mꜣꜥ.wy and translates: “which vexes

noun - as opposed to an adjective - nor why he translates šp as ‘break out’ and not the more
traditional ‘flow out’.
290
Borghouts 1978, 17.
291
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 15(10, 1).
292
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 17(10, 8).
293
Borghouts 1978, 24.
294
Eb 100, 21.
295
Wb II, 288, 4.
296
PT: Unas: PT 273-4 (line 505); Teti Pyramid: PT 273 + PT 274 (line 321).
297
Wb II, 288, 2-3: from P. Berlin 3038 (10, 1), in a spell for an unknown ailment. The context is not
clear.
298
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 18(11, 3-4).
299
Borghouts 1978, pl. 11.
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the vessels of the temples [mꜣꜥ].”300 However, given the damage to the papyrus, this must be
considered tentative at best, thus rendering this context useless. It is of note that this
occurrence of mꜣꜥ is written with two flesh determinatives at the end:

. This seems

to indicate that here the mꜣꜥ were paired structures (such as arms, legs, etc.), which would fit
with the identification of the term as ‘temples’. The idea that the vessel in the region of the
mꜣꜥ was important certainly makes sense, as the superficial temporal artery, which runs

superior to the zygomatics arch, is palpable. It is also a region that may be described as
painful, or ‘throbbing’, when one experiences a headache.301
Although mꜣꜥ is found four times in Chester Beatty V, three302 of those are in one
spell, and the last303 is in the subsequent spell. The first incantation304 is intended to eliminate
a

305

gs-mꜣꜥ, which Gardiner reasoned must be a ‘headache’

. Although he does not

provide his analysis, presumably his suggestion is based upon the use of gs-tp as
headache306. The first two307 examples are not useful in identifying the location of mꜣꜥ, as
they only refer to the illness being driven out from the region:
308

wn.k pr m mꜣꜥ, ‘then you should be coming from the mꜣꜥ.’

ḫr

The final instance, according

to Gardiner, notes that the incantation should be:
ḏd mdw
ḥr nn [n n]ṯrw sš [ḥr] p[ꜣ]ḳt djt [mꜣꜥ] n s, “recited over these gods drawn [on] fine linen

300

Borghouts 1978, 24.
As writing this thesis has proven.
302
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 2(5, 2), 2(6, 3), 2(6, 4).
303
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 2(6, 5).
304
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 3(4, 10),
305
Gardiner 1935, 51.
306
Gardiner 1935, 50; from : Goodwin 1873 (ZÄS 11), 14.
307
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 2(5, 2), and 2(6, 3).
308
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs 2(6, 3), the first example 2(5, 2) is very fragmented.
301
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and placed on the [temple] of a man.”309 This text is very fragmented, thus the reading of
‘temple’ is based largely upon context. If indeed mꜣꜥ were written here, it would indicate that
the region included the skin, and perhaps ear, covering the bone, not just the bone itself. The
last incantation310 is used to ward off an unknown disease and mꜣꜥ is only mentioned at the
beginning:

šp.k pr m mꜣꜥ jꜣbj(?), ‘you should flow

forth, what comes from the left (?) mꜣꜥ’. The interesting aspect of this citation is that it might
be followed by the word

jꜣbj , ‘left’. The papyrus is fragmented at this point, so this is a

tentative suggestion from Gardiner.311 If correct it would be further evidence that the mꜣꜥ
was part of a dual structure.
The last text is least useful for assessing the parameters of mꜣꜥ. P. Budapest is a
predominantly magical text, with three occurrences of mꜣꜥ. In each of these312 a suffering (
313

nḳm) in the mꜣꜥ was discussed. Kákosy

believed that both of these spells were

incanted for driving out headaches. Although the opacity of these magical texts renders them
less useful for our understanding of anatomical terminology, they still provide some
important clues. The example of mꜣꜥ being used in the dual314 and the one that likely notes
the left mꜣꜥ315 provide support that this was a paired structure. The identification of a vessel
in the area (which must have been palpable for the practitioner to know it existed) further
supports the identification of mꜣꜥ as ‘temple’. The fact that many of these spells are for the
ousting of a headache also contributes to the evidence that ‘temporal region’ is a good
translation for this term in magical texts, since headaches obviously manifest in this region.
309

Gardiner 1935, 51.
Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 2(6, 5).
311
Gardiner 1935, 51.
312
P. Budapest 51.1961, Spells 3(2, 6) and 3(2, 7).
313
Kákosy 1981, 240.
314
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 18(11, 3-4). Also seen in the dual in Eb 362(58, 19) and 854e(99, 16), and P.
Kahun (vet.) lines 63-4, and in possible plural forms in P. Leiden I 348, Spell 5(3,2) and P. Anastasi
V = P. BM EA 10244 (LEM) (7, 2).
315
P. Leiden I 348, Spell 18(11, 3-4) and maybe Chester Beatty V = P. BM 10685 Vs. 2(6, 5).
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Finally, the example from Mutter und Kind316 indicates that the area of the mꜣꜥ fell
somewhere in the general vicinity of the chin and the ear, a description that would certainly
allow the translation to be understood as the temple and its surrounding territory.
iii. Use in medical texts:
As mentioned above, the use of mꜣꜥ in medical texts is rare. Griffith317 suggested two
possible examples from the Kahun Veterinary Papyrus, both in the treatment of a bull with an
unknown ailment, perhaps a head cold. However, the first318 is a complete reconstruction
since the area is in a lacuna due to fragmentation of the papyrus. The second writing319 is
significantly more certain, although the meaning is unclear. Griffith has translated the line as:
mꜣꜥwy.f wdn, “his forehead (?) uden (wrinkled?).”

320

It is

included in a list of symptoms such as running eyes, red gums (literally roots of the teeth),
and swollen neck321. It is odd that Griffith uses forehead here, since mꜣꜥ is written with a
dual determinative, and ‘temple’ is not contraindicated. The verb,

wdn, is generally

translated as ‘to offer’322, which does not make sense in this context.323 Griffith does not
explain why he suggests ‘wrinkled’ as a possible translation. If we understand this term to be
related to the similar

324

wdn, ‘heavy’

, one option is to translate the verb here as

‘to be heavy’ (i.e. the bull has his head lowered as if it weighed a great deal). Although this
does not directly help us to understand the meaning of mꜣꜥ, the placement of the term

316

Mutter und Kind = P. Berlin 3027 E(4, 2).
Griffith 1898, 13.
318
P. Kahun (vet.) line 37.
319
P. Kahun (vet.) lines 63-4.
320
Griffith 1898, 13.
321
Griffith 1898, 13.
322
Wb I, 391-2.
323
The Wb (I, 190, 19) does have a separate entry for this use of wdn: “Krankhafte Erscheinung bei
Tieren.” This is only cited to this case in the Kahun Veterinary Papyrus.
324
Wb I, 390, 1-15.
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amongst other external regions of the head does suggest that in this text it was also an
external feature.
In the Eb mꜣꜥ is found five times, four of which are in three very similar treatments
at the end of Column 58, in a section devoted to diseases of the eyes. Three of the
examples325 read:

rdj n.s r mꜣꜥ.f, ‘[a poultice] given to a man

against his mꜣꜥ.’ The fourth instance is in the title for one of these remedies326:
kt nt mꜣꜥ, ‘another [remedy] of the mꜣꜥ’. The last example is at the end of

the Eb327, in a discussion about the vessels (mtw), and relating to deafness:
jr nw jddw msḏr.wy
ẖr.s(n) nꜣ pw wnn tp mꜣꜥwy n s, ‘concerning those which the ears are deaf under them

[the vessels], it is these which are above the two mꜣꜥ of a man’. Although the medical
reasoning here may be wrong, it is clear that the physician believed the vessel that ran over
the mꜣꜥ affected the ear. This must refer to the superficial temporal artery (as above in the
magical texts), as there is no other palpable blood vessel in this area.328 This supports the idea
of mꜣꜥ as the temporal region.
There is only one example of mꜣꜥ in the ES, and it is in the anomalous incantation in
Case 9(V, 3). The entire charm is difficult to translate, and the line with mꜣꜥ is no exception.
The text reads:

nn sbn mꜣꜥ pn, which Breasted translates as “this

temple does not fall down.”329 What precisely this means is unclear, largely because this
spelling of sbn is unknown in any other text. Breasted suggests that it is a variation of the

325

Eb 362(58, 19), 363(58, 21), and 364(58, 22).
Eb 363(58, 20).
327
Eb 854e(99, 16).
328
The use of tp with mꜣꜥ in Eb 854e (99, 16), contrary to Gunn’s suggestion, appears to be a
preposition, indicating that the vessels are ‘upon’ the temples.
329
Breasted 1930, 220.
326
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similar

sbn

330

, ‘to sink down’, and the fish is present because it is used in the

word for sbn-fish, which is obviously a homonym with the previous verb. He also notes that
the mꜣꜥ is referenced because of “the fact that the dead sink down on one temple as they lie
with head northward and facing the rising sun.”331 Although this is possible, it seems more
likely that the mꜣꜥ is used here because the following line mentions the vessel (mt), which as
we have seen above is frequently associated with the mꜣꜥ:

nj npw

mt jm, ‘no danger (?) of the vessel is therein.’ The word npw is only found here, Breasted

332

has translated it as “enemy” and Allen333 as translated it as “crocodile or poison.” There is no
certain translation here, but certainly the meaning of the line is that the vessels are free of
some dangerous entity. Also, Case 9 involves a wound in the

ḥꜣty ḥr, ‘foremost of

the face’, where the pꜣḳt (squama) of the ḏnnt (calvarium) has fractured. Since the anteriorsuperior corner of the temporal region shares a border with the frontal region, the use of the
term mꜣꜥ, as temple, in this case seems appropriate.
The very few examples from medical texts that do exist provide limited support for,
but do not contradict, the translation of mꜣꜥ as ‘temporal region’. Stating that, the rarity of
mꜣꜥ in these medical texts must be addressed. The most likely explanation for this paucity is

that this term was not exact enough to be useful to the physicians of the ES. It may have been
a more mundane word, slightly more precise than the English, ‘side of the head’, but
certainly without the specificity that is implied by ‘temple.’ Thus, although perhaps an
imprecise rendering, ‘temporal region’ seems to be the most correct translation.
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Wb III, 433, 7-16.
Breasted 1930, 223.
332
Breasted 1930, 220.
333
Allen 2005, 80.
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iv. Diachronic change and related words:
As noted above, mꜣꜥ is found beginning in the Middle Kingdom334, and continuing
through the New Kingdom.335 Certainly it has the most attestation in this latter period,
particularly in the literary and magical texts, and yet there is no clear evidence of change over
time. Instead it seems that the word was relatively general and allowed for a great deal of
variation in its use (whether it be, as noted above, in a phrase to indicate ‘paying attention’,
as seen in P. Sallier IV, a side-lock in the love poetry of P. Harris 500, or the location of an
important vessel in P. Leiden I 348).
There are three words closely related to mꜣꜥ: gmꜣ, smꜣ, and gmḥt. The exact
difference between these words can be difficult to pinpoint, although the latter two are more
closely associated with hair. In non-medical text, as seen above, mꜣꜥ is certainly the most
common. On the other hand, one of its variations, gmꜣ, is found 22 times in the ES, which is
more than all other instances of all words for the temple in medical texts combined. Each
word will be discussed individually below, highlighting the aspects that distinguish it from
the others in a medical context.
1. gmꜣ

336

:

ES

337

ES

338

ES

339

This seems to be a more specialized term than mꜣꜥ. The Wörterbuch340 translates it
as: “das Joch-Schläfenbein des Kopfes,” or temopro-zygomatic region. Both Walker and the
Grundriß provide essential identical descriptions to the Wörterbuch. Walker defines the term
334

The earliest certain attestation is in the Eloquent Peasant (Lichtheim 2006, 169).
The latest is the Chester Beatty V, from the Ramesside Period (Gardiner 1935, 46). There is one
possible example from the Ptolemaic Period, in P. Turin 1791, a copy of the Book of the Dead (Spell
157, 1). However this has only been published as a transcription by Lepsius (1842), thus it is not
possible to check the hieratic. Lepsius does not translate the text, and it is not similar to the standard
chapter (Faulkner 1985, 155). The meaning given the context is unclear (Totenbuch-Projekt Bonn).
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Wb V, 170, 2 and Grundriß 7, 914.
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ES 7(III, 17).
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ES 18(VII, 7), (VII, 9), (VII, 10), (VII, 13); 19(VII, 15) twice, (VII, 17); 20(VII, 22) twice, (VII,
23) twice, (VIII, 3) twice; 21(VIII, 6) twice, (VIII, 8); 22(VIII, 9), (VIII, 10), (VIII, 13), (VIII, 15).
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ES 18(VII, 7-8).
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Wb V, 170, 2.
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as: “temple, zygomatic region.” 341 The Grundriß342 first defines the term as: "JochSchläfenbein," but proceeds to emphasize the focus on the connection of the region with the
ascending ramus of the mandible and cites the ES to elucidate this. Lefebvre343 notes that the
term dominates in the ES, and is even glossed in that source. Lacau344 notes that it may have
derived from gmḥt, which we will discus below.
Although this word is used repeatedly in the ES, there do not appear to be any
instances of it outside of that text. Faulkner345, the Wörterbuch346 and the Grundriß347
attribute it only to the ES. There is no entry in Lesko348, nor any parallel in Demotic or
Coptic. Lefebvre349 mentions that it is “un terme archaïque,” however he does not identify
any sources aside from the ES.
In the ES, gmꜣ is provided with a gloss in Case 18(VII, 13-14), and Breasted350
provides a thorough explanation in his commentary. The actual passage reads:

351

jr gmꜣ.f jmy.tw ny s[ꜥn]d pw n jrt.f r gnyt nt msḏr.f r pḥwy wgyt.f, and Breasted

translates it: “As for: ‘His gmꜣ,’ it means the region thereof between the corner of his eye
and the [orifice] of his ear, at the end of his mandible.” He notes that although the word gnyt
(or perhaps gryt – the hieratic allows both) is not known in any other instance, the meaning
here must be an aspect of the ear. 352 It could be translated as ‘orifice’ or ‘auricle’ – there is
no way to be certain – yet in defining the boundary of the gmꜣ region the difference does not
341
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Grundriß 7, 914.
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make a considerable difference. He also discusses other instances of gmꜣ that contribute to
our understanding of the anatomical area, namely 7(III, 7-18) and 22(VIII, 14-15). In the
first, a stiffness of the ligaments attaching the ramus of the jaw to the gmꜣ is discussed, and
in the second the ramus is defined as ending in the gmꜣ. As Breasted353 accurately explains,
this provides further proof that the gmꜣ is the area that is identified in modern anatomy as the
temporal region. He also makes the excellent point that the ancient Egyptians did not appear
to draw their borders along the sutures of the temporal bone, but rather encompassed the
whole area before the ear, including the zygomatic arch.
Breasted mentions that gmꜣ could include the adjacent tissue and skin, not simply the
bone.354 Indeed, it seems that the term could apply to both the bone, and the bone and flesh.
Case 18 emphasizes how the one word could be used for both the larger concept of the
region, and the bone alone, 18(VII, 7-9):
…

…
jr ḫꜣj.k s n wbnw m gmꜣ.f…

jst wbnw pf ꜥr n ḳs… gmꜣ.f wḏꜣ, ‘if you examine a man because of a wound in his gmꜣ

… while that wound penetrates to the bone… his gmꜣ is sound.’ If the patient suffered a
wound that penetrated to the bone, but did not damage it, then it must have been a flesh
wound. As the beginning of the examination made clear, this was still considered a wound to
the gmꜣ.
Why this term is used in the ES, as opposed to mꜣꜥ, is unclear. One suggestion is that
the first term was considered too broad, since it frequently implied an area that included the
hair and the ear. As we have seen it must have included flesh covering the bone. This would
support Walker’s translation of “temple, zygomatic region,” rather than those in the
Wörterbuch and Grundriß, which emphasize the bone.
353
354

Breasted 1930, 277.
Breasted 1930, 277.
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2. smꜣ

355

:

Eb

356

357

P. Ram.

The following two terms, smꜣ and gmḥt, seem to correspond more closely with the
exterior of the skull – particularly the hair in this area – and are not commonly seen in a
medical context. Thus they will be discussed only in brief here. The first term is smꜣ, which
the Wörterbuch358 notes was used from the Old Kingdom on to mean the ‘hairy part of the
head,’ particularly, the side of the head from where the side-lock hung359. Additionally it
could have been used to mean ‘the side of a person’ in general360, or the hair of the head361.
Similarly, Walker362 identifies the term as the “temple, side of the head”. Lefebvre363 offers a
more restricted translation, agreeing with Sethe364, who suggested the right temple alone
could be indicated by the use of this word. The Grundriß365 has a lengthy entry for this word,
stressing the relationship between the concept of the temple and that of the eye. One of the
most convincing reasons given to support this association is that this term survives in the
Coptic: smay, ‘temple or eyelid’366.
This word has a number of attestations in non-medical papyri. It occurs frequently in
various Pyramid Texts367 and New Kingdom magical texts368. Most of the examples from this

Wb IV, 122, 1-6 and Grundriß 7, 749-50.
Eb 260(48, 18) and 260(48, 20).
357
P. Ramesseum III, B24; this transcription is according to the Grundriß, which notes that the end is
355
356

very difficult to read, and other suggestions have included:
(Barns 1956, pl. 13n: “so G[ardiner]”)
and
.
358
Wb IV, 122, 1-6; the Wörterbuch also lists separately zmꜣ, spelled with the lungs sign (F36): Wb
III 451, 5-6, however there does not appear to be any difference.
359
Wb IV, 122, 1: Pyramid Text from the pyramid of Merenre, spell 20 = M 361, among others.
360
Wb IV, 122, 4: Pyramid Text from the pyramid of Pepi II spell 548 = P 495, among others.
361
Wb IV, 122, 5: Pyramid Text from the pyramid of Pepi II, spell 670 = N 348, among others.
362
Walker 1996, 275.
363
Lefebvre 1952, 14.
364
Sethe, K. H. 1962. Übersetzung und Kommentar zu den altägyptischen Pyramidentexten.
Germany: J.J. Augustin, II, 33a (493 b).
365
Grundriß 7, 749-50.
366
Westendorf 1977, 187.
367
PT: Unas: twice; Teti: three times; Pepi I: 14 times; Merenre: twice; Pepi II: 10 times.
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earlier source have been summarized in the Wörterbuch, as mentioned above. Since the
magical papyri of the New Kingdom often do not have a clear meaning, identifying the exact
usage of smꜣ in these is tentative at best. In Mutter und Kind it is found in an anatomical list,
between the
with Neith369:

dhnt, ‘forehead’ and

jnḥ, ‘eyebrow’. It is also associated

smꜣ.k m ntj, ‘your smꜣ is as Neith’. Given the

context this is highly unlikely to be ‘lungs’, as one might expect from the spelling. It is not
odd that a scribe might have transposed such similar writings, so ‘temple’ is the better
translation. We can see the same substitution in P. Leiden I 348, where smꜣ is used in an
unclear spell concerning the health of the temple370:

jm

tp.k snb.f r smꜣ.k, ‘cause that your head is healthy at your smꜣ’. It is used similarly in P.

Budapest371:

jr pr ḫt tn r tp.k pꜣ […]j jn ꜣst nṯrt jnk rf m-bꜣḥ m mꜣtt-nt-swt sšn ḥr jꜣbt jwḥ m
ḥsꜣ rdjw r tp.k snb [n.k] smꜣ.k nḏm.k, ‘if this fire comes to your head, the […] said by

Isis, the divine. So, I am before [you] with the mꜣtt-nt-swt plant, turning to the East,
sprinkling with sap(?) which is given to your head; your smꜣ is healthy for you and you are
at ease.’ Given the perplexing nature of the context, none of these sources aid significantly in
defining the term.

368

Mutter und Kind = P. Berlin 3027, spell U (line vs. 4,9); P. Leiden I 348, spell 12 (line 5,1) twice,
spell 13 (line 6,6), spell 7 (line 3,6); P. Budapest 51.1961, spell 5 (line 3,7), (line 3, 8), spell 9 (line
4,8) twice; P. BM 10188 line (19,31); P. Kairo JE 97249,15 line (x+2,24); among others.
369
Mutter und Kind = P. Berlin 3027, spell U (line vs. 4,9). Erman (1901, 48) so identifies the deity.
370
P. Leiden I 348, spell 7 (line 3,6).
371
P. Budapest 51.1961, spell 5 (line 3,7).
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smꜣ is never found in the ES, yet it does appear in Eb

372

, and in P. Ramesseum

III373. Although it occurs twice in Eb, both examples are in one prescription (Eb 260):
…

kt nt(t) tp nt smꜣ… dj r smꜣ, ‘another

[prescription] for the head of the smꜣ …[a long list of ingredients]… place on the smꜣ.’
Unfortunately without any information about the application of this remedy, it is difficult to
use it to further the understanding of the specific boundaries of the smꜣ. The prescriptions
that precede it are for the head in general, and certainly the inclusion of tp in the title may
support this conclusion. It is possible that tp might be functioning here as a preposition, ‘the
top of the smꜣ,’ however, since the indirect genitive is in the feminine, it seems likely that
this is tp.t, which relates to the head of a human.374 The citation in P. Ram is in a
fragmentary column of an address by Isis375:

ḥwj.n.j smꜣ[.j] nḫꜣḫꜣḫ.n.j [šnj.j] gm.n.j sꜣ.j Ḥr jb.f [wrd]

376

, ‘I struck [my] smꜣ and I

tore [my hair], (after) I had found my son Horus, his heart being weary’. The Grundriß377
simply notes that it is near to the word šnj, ‘hair’ and Barns translated it as ‘brows(?)’378,
however given the context, ‘temple’ is a perfectly acceptable interpretation.
Even though the exact meaning may have exhibited diachronic change, this word was
certainly in use from the time of the Pyramid Texts through the Coptic period. The meaning
in the Old Kingdom was already broad, although limited exclusively to the Pyramid Texts.
Only brief and ambiguous mentions in the medical texts remain as evidence of this word

372

Eb 260(48, 18) and 260(48, 20).
P. Ramesseum III, B 24.
374
Wb V 293, 3.
375
Gardiner 1955, Pl. VIII.
376
Reconstruction as Barns (1956, pl. 13).
377
Gundriß 7, 749.
378
Barns 1956, ***.
373
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from the Middle Kingdom/Second Intermediate Period and translations in the New Kingdom
magical texts are even more problematic. In the final stage of ancient Egyptian language, the
word essentially retained its original meaning: the Coptic smay, means ‘temple’ or
‘eyelid’.379 The Coptic Pharmacology380 notes that the remedy for temporal pain is also used
as the remedy for eye pain. Westendorf381 adds that ‘eyelashes’ is a possible translation. The
word may have preserved some relationship with the association of the hair to the temple, but
this is not demonstrated by the translation of the Coptic iteration. However, if the word can
be interpreted as meaning ‘eyelashes’, then there is still a connection to the concept of smꜣ
as being the hair of the head/face. Given the confused context of the relatively few surviving
examples of this word, a good translations must remain highly dependent upon that context:
the best being, as suggested by the Wörterbuch, ‘temple’ – with a strong emphasis on the hair
in that region, particularly since the determinative (D3) indicates a relationship to hair.
3. gmḥt

382

:

Eb

383

This is the second, and rarer, word associated with the exterior of this region, and is
therefore defined as the temple or the side-lock by the Wörterbuch.384 Walker385 and
Lefebvre386 suggest the same. Although the Grundriß387 only mentions the temple, citing Eb
854c(99, 7), it also notes the connection between this word and the verb gmḥ – which means
to look – and creates a more definite link between this anatomical area and the eyes.

379

Westendorf 1977, 187.
Till 1951, S. 13 C 1
381
Westendorf 1977, 187; Grundriß 7, 919.
382
Wb V, 171, 15-18.
383
Eb 854c(99, 7).
384
Wb V, 171, 15-18.
385
Walker 1996, 278.
386
Lefebvre 1952, 14.
387
Grundriß 7, 919.
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This word is also found multiple times in P. Turin Museo Egizio 1791, a copy of the
Book of the Dead dating to the Ptolemaic Period.388 None of the passages provide much
insight, although Spell 31 reads389:

snj.j jꜣbty ḥr ḏꜣḏꜣ.f ḫfꜣ.j jmntt ḥr sskꜣ pḫr.n.j[sic] pt ḥr jfd 4 ḳꜥḥ.n.j m rsw ḥr
gmḥt.f, ‘I smell the east wind upon his ḏꜣḏꜣ, and I seize the west wind upon his lock; I went

around the sky upon its four coners, and I bent my arm for the south wind upon its gmḥt.’
By itself this does not have much use, however when compared to the earlier versions of the
spell, this is clearly a passage associated with hair of the head and face. Allen translates this
passage (from 21st Dynasty papyri BM 10554): “I smell the east wind by its head; I grasp (the
north wind by its tress), the west wind by its [eyelid]. When I have circled the sky past its
four corners, I (grasp) the south wind by its eyelash.” 390 The other non-medical source is the
magical papyrus P. Budapest, which has two instances of gmḥt in one spell391. This
mentions acting as a person in mourning, with tousled hair, whose gmḥt is split, and in the
next line the gmḥt is tied up:

wnwn mj snm tḫtḫ ḏs.t mj šnj n sꜣ.s Ḥrw r whn tp.f psš gmḥ.wj.f jn Stẖ sꜣ Nwt
m ꜥḥꜣ pwy n jnt wr ms r.j sꜣḳ.j n.k dmḏ.j n.k tp.k gmḥt.wj.ky, ‘move to and fro like

one who mourns, tousle yourself like the hair of her son, Horus, to turn his head over. His
two gmḥt.wy were separated by Seth, son of Nut, in that great battle of the desert valley.
Bring (yourself) to me so that I pull together your head for you, I reassemble your two
388

Lepsius 1842: spell 146 (l. 15), spell 145 (l. 51), and spell 31 (l. 11)
BD Spell 31 (l. 11).
390
Allen 1974, 41.
391
P.Budapest 51.1961, section 4 (3,3) and (3,4).
389
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gmḥt.wy for you.’ This text is primarily comprised of spells for headaches.

392

It seems in

this case the general translation of ‘temporal region’ is best, since it is unlikely that the sidelock is being split.
The only medical application of this word is in Eb 854c(99, 7), a remedy that
concerns the vessels (mtw) that supply the eyes with blood. The text reads:

jw mtw 4 m ẖnw gmḥt.wy.fy nty m-ḫt dj snf jrwy, ‘the four vessels are in the interior

of his two gmḥt, which accordingly give blood [to] the two eyes.’ This connection with the
superficial temporal artery is obviously similar to the use of mꜣꜥ, which we saw earlier. Why
gmḥt is employed here and not mꜣꜥ is not at all obvious, especially since mꜣꜥ is found in the

passages just following this one393. Perhaps because this usage is very closely associated with
the eyes, and not with the ears, gmḥt was preferred. However without further evidence this
must remain supposition.
Clearly each of these words has a different, yet overlapping definition. Equally
evident is that the definitions can change considerably depending on the context. The term
with the narrowest definition is gmꜣ, since it stresses the region without association to the
hair. The last two words are by far the most ambiguous, largely because they are found
almost exclusively in magical texts. However, neither one seems to have a strong relationship
to medical texts. Indeed, even mꜣꜥ is rare in medical texts. Given this breadth of usage, a
good translation for this group of terms may be ‘the temporal region’, with an understanding
that context dictated the extent of the generality. Certainly gmꜣ is the only term that may be
deemed as explicitly medical, thus for this term the expressions ‘temporal region’ and
‘zygomatic region’ ought to be preferred for translation, as opposed to a general reference to
the side of the head.
392
393

Kákosy 1981, 240.
Eb 854e (99, 16).
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tpꜣw394 :
Variations in medical texts:

ES395 and Eb396

Eb399

Eb402

Eb397

P. Berlin 3038400

P. Ram403

Eb and O. Kairo398

P. Berlin 3027401

P. Ram404

i. Definitions:
Breasted originally translated tpꜣw as ‘suture’.405 The Wörterbuch406 has a number of
short entries for this word, all with either the pellet (N33) or pustule (Aa2) determinative and
plural strokes. The first entry407 relates to the anatomical structure (“Kopfhaut”) of the head,
the second408 concerns a disease of the head, the third409 and fifth410 are associated with

Wb V, 295, 5-11; 296, 1-2 and Grundriß 7, 948.
All: ES Case 7(III, 2), (III, 5), (III, 9), (III, 12), (III, 15-16), and (III, 16).
396
Eb 712(86, 15) = P. Hearst (2, 1); 692(85, 9).
397
Eb 655(82, 6), 640(80, 11-12).
398
Eb 670(83, 17); O. Kairo 25231.
399
Eb 154(32, 20), 856c(103, 5), 862c(106, 1-2).
400
P. Berlin (med.) 3038 (15, 7).
401
Mutter und Kind = P. Berlin 3027 H(7, 2).
402
Eb 207(42, 20).
403
P. Ram III B8: so transcribed by Barns (1956, pl. 12), however the papyrus is very fragmented and
difficult to read at the end of the word.
404
P. Ram III B9.
405
Breasted 1930, 185-6.
406
Wb V, 295, 5-11; 296, 1-2.
407
Wb V, 295, 5-6: ES Case 7(III, 2), (III, 5), (III, 9), (III, 12), (III, 15-16), and (III, 16).
408
Wb V, 295, 7: Eb 712(86, 15) = P. Hearst (2, 1), P. Ram III B8 and B9.
409
Wb V, 295, 8-9: Eb 655(82, 6) = P. Hearst (9, 4); Eb 640(80, 11-12), 670(83, 17), 692(85, 9).
410
Wb V, 295, 11; 296, 1-2: Eb 154(32, 20), 207(42, 20), 856c(103, 5), 862c(106, 1-2); Mutter und
Kind = P. Berlin 3027 H(7, 2); P. Berlin (med.) 3038 (15, 7).
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herbaceous components of medications, and the fourth411 is an unknown fruit, not attested
until the 20th Dynasty.
Although the Grundriß412 is relatively vague about defining tpꜣw in the entry for an
anatomical structure, ‘part of a skull’, it gives a more thorough description in the following
section, ‘a disease of the head’. Here it mentions that the most likely definition is falx cerebri,
the tough sheet of tissue that separates the right and left hemispheres of the brain. The authors
also address problems with the other translations, including Breasted’s ‘sutures’, and Ebbell’s
‘tentorium cerebelli’ (the tissue that separates the cerebellum from the left and right
hemispheres of the brain). Additionally, they suggest that the tpꜣw-disease may relate to
hair-loss or a scalp disorder. Walker413 cites Chapman414 and identifies the tpꜣw as the
membranes of the sinus cavity. Lefebvre415 cites Gardiner and identifies the term as ‘sutures’.
ii. Use in non-medical texts:
There are only two known attestations of tpꜣw in non-medical texts. The first is the
Dynasty 20 example that was mentioned above416, and the second is in Mutter und Kind417.
The first word is found on an ostracon containing a list of garden produce in an unclear
context. It is even possible that it is not actually related to tpꜣw, since it is spelled:

.

However, since this spelling is also found in the Eb, it is likely that the word is the same. The
Wörterbuch suggests that perhaps it was a fruit from the wꜥn (juniper) tree, a tree from which
the tpꜣw was used in medicines418. Another possibility is that the fruit had a tough, leathery
skin, and thus was named tpꜣw. The second example is nearly identical to the usage in Eb,
and will be discussed below. Clearly this was a word that predominantly had meaning in a
411

Wb V, 295, 10: O. Kairo 25231 in ÄZ 38, 1990, 36.
Grundriß 7, 948.
413
Walker 1996, 278.
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Chapman 1992.
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Lefebvre 1952, 11.
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medical context. Perhaps it was even exclusive to that field, if indeed the example from
Dynasty 20 was noting the tpꜣw as an herbal component of a medicine.
iii. Use in medical texts:
The definitions of this word may be separated into three different, yet not completely
distinct, categories. The first is an anatomical region, the second is a disease, and the third is
a plant-related material, almost always used as a medicinal component. Although only the
initial definition is the focus of this research, we will address in what manner the other
translations may support the identification of the anatomical term. The first iteration is found
solely in Case 7 of the ES. The case addresses a wound that perforates the tpꜣw of the ḏnnt
(calvarium) and is very serious in nature. This case, unusually for the ES, has three possible
sets of symptoms, each one concluding in a different diagnosis and treatment.419 tpꜣw
appears six times420, and in five of these examples it is followed by the plural indirect
genitival marker and ḏnnt. Three of the instances in which this word is used are the title421,
and two repetitions of that title422 (when the physician is addressing the patient):

wbnw n kft m tp.f ꜥr n ḳs thm tpꜣw nw ḏnnt.f, ‘a gashed wound in his head,

penetrating to the bone, perforating the tpꜣw of his ḏnnt.’ The fourth example423 is nearly
identical, if truncated:

wbnw pf
424

nty tpꜣw nw ḏnnt.f, ‘this wound which is in the tpꜣw of his ḏnnt.’ The fifth occurrence

is in a gloss for the case, explaining the location of the injury:

419

Breasted (1930, 175) suggested that this was because the surgeon saw this injury with a greater
frequency than many of the others, and thus had more insight into the subtleties of the outcomes.
420
Case 7(III, 2), (III, 5), (III, 9), (III, 12), (III, 15-16), and (III, 16).
421
Case 7(III, 2).
422
Case 7(III, 5), (III, 12).
423
Case 7(III, 9)
424
Case 7(III, 15-16).
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jr thm tpꜣw nw [ḏnnt.f] jmt pꜣkt pw r pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt.f, ‘concerning ‘perforating the
425

tpꜣw of [his ḏnnt]

,’ it is between the pꜣḳt (squama) and the pꜣḳt of his ḏnnt.’ The

exception is also in the gloss426, which reads:
wnn tpꜣw n dḥr, ‘the tpꜣw are of hide.’

Given this information, it is possible to make a tentative identification of tpꜣw as the
dura mater, the tough membrane that surrounds the brain and is the outermost component of
the meninges427 (see Figures vii and viii). First let us address other possible translations.
Gardiner’s supposition that the tpꜣw of the ḏnnt are the sutures was reasonably disproven
by Chapman428, who argued that describing the heavily knit bone of this structure as hide-like
was plausible only in extreme situations. Chapman suggests instead the term could be used to
identify the membranes lining the sinus cavity.429 He argues that this is the best translation
because it would fit the criteria of the pertinent gloss: the structure must lie between two
plates (pꜣḳt) of bone and be composed of a material similar to hide. However a significant
part of his argument is based on his translation of wpt, which he maintains is best understood
as the sinus cavity.430 This is pertinent because Case 7 defines one of the variations of injury
to the tpꜣw431 as affecting the hn n tp (the inner layer of the skull in the parietal region – see
above), which it glosses as the middle of the patient’s wpt.432 Thus if the tpꜣw were specific
to the sinus cavity, the wpt must also have encompassed this region. Walker challenges this

425

This may be implied since each gloss is introduced by the original phrase, which here is tpꜣw nw
ḏnnt, seen in 7(III,2).
426
Case 7(III, 16).
427
Tortora and Nielsen 2009, 585.
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Chapman 1992, 38.
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Chapman 1992, 40-1.
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Chapman 1992, 42.
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ES 7(III, 11).
432
ES 7(IV, 1-2).
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reading of wpt, and persuasively identifies the area as the crown of the head, including the
parietal bones.433 If this is the case, then the definition of tpꜣw must be reconsidered.
Sanchez and Meltzer434 contend that Chapman is largely correct and Walker has
misidentified wpt. As primary evidence for this disagreement, they note that Walker “cites
two funerary texts that allude to the uraeus serpent arising from the top of the king’s
forehead.”435 In reality Walker specifies that, although the head of the serpent does arise from
the brow, the bulk of the uraeus rests upon the crown of the head, further supporting his
definition.436
Sanchez and Meltzer also note that this injury is not likely to have penetrated the main
cranial cavity because “the specific word for the duramater [sic]:

ntnt is not used

to describe the lining of these cavities.”437 Yet no other authors identify ntnt as the dura
mater (nor do Sanchez and Meltzer identify their reasoning for such a translation) and it is
generally described as a membrane438. The word only appears once in the ES, in Case 6439:

sḏ wr wbꜣ n ẖnw ḏnnt.f ntnt ꜥrf ꜣjs.f sḏ.ḫr.f nẖ.f m
ẖnw tp.f, ‘a large fracture opening to the interior of his ḏnnt and ntnt, which encloses his

brain, it will break his fluid in the interior of his head.’ This case describes a very severe
wound, which exposes the brain. The ntnt here appears to describe a membrane, however it
seems likely that it is in fact the arachnoid membrane. This is a very fine and elastic

433
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Sanchez, G. M. and E. S. Meltzer. 2012. The Edwin Smith Papyrus: Updated Translation of the
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membrane that, although clinging to the brain, is certainly visible if the brain is exposed440.
This translation is supported by the last part of the description of this wound, since the
cerebrospinal fluid lies under the arachnoid membrane441. If ntnt is not the dura mater, let us
assess why this is the best translation for tpꜣw.
As we have seen above, the tpꜣw must be comparable to hide, it must lie between
two pꜣḳt (squama), and it must be within the area of the hn n tp (the inner layer of the skull
in the parietal region). All of these qualifications certainly match the dura mater. The tissue
that comprises this structure is tough and opaque, and certainly resembles a layer of skin.
Although the second characteristic might be construed as ambiguous, it may be understood as
the space within the cranium, between a pꜣḳt on the right side of the skull and one on the left
side. This area includes the dura mater, and indeed that structure is the first layer to be
exposed when the pꜣḳt has been fractured. The final characteristic is similar to this last one.
If a wound damages the hn n tp then it is likely that the tissue immediately under that is also
harmed. Since the innermost layer of the calvarium is adjacent to the dura mater, this
suggests that ‘dura mater’ is an appropriate translation for tpꜣw.
As word for a component of a medicine, tpꜣw is associated with a
442

wꜥn (juniper) tree

443

,a

ꜥnḫw

nht (sycamore) tree

, and an unknown use of

444

. The use with the juniper and the ꜥnḫw are generally found in groups

of salves for softening (often for the limbs, the precise meaning of this is unclear, perhaps it
relates to sore muscles). When used to mean a part of a sycamore it is almost always in a
440

Tortora and Nielsen 2009, 585.
Tortora and Nielsen 2009, 585.
442
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juniper.
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recipe for a disease that concerns the vessels (mtw). The sole exception is from Mutter und
Kind445 in a medicine for an unknown disease, but this recipe does not mention the vessels or
contain any similarities with the other cases. From the limited understanding that we have of
these occurrences, a solid definition is difficult. We do know that tpꜣw must have been use
to describe a part of a tree; the Wörterbuch tentatively suggests the bark.446 If this is correct it
would certainly support the idea of the tpꜣw of the ḏnnt being a protective layer associated
with the calvarium – i.e. the dura mater. Although this analogy might also seem to indicate
the scalp as an appropriate translation of tpꜣw, there is no feasible way that the scalp could
be considered to lie between two pꜣḳt, and there are cases in the ES that explicitly discuss an
injury to the head that has not penetrated to the bone, i.e. an injury to the scalp.447 Concerning
the unknown word ꜥnḫw, Gardiner448 suggested that it is ‘goat’, thus the tpꜣw would be the
‘gristle’ of the goat. This would represent an anomalous example of ꜥnḫw449 being spelled
without the young goat (E8) or hide (F27) determinative, however there is no other word that
matches the spelling and makes sense given the context. It is not impossible that tpꜣw here
could refer to the gristle, since as cartilage it has a tough, fibrous structure, yet it lacks the
sense of being protective that is found in the previous uses. It seems more likely that ꜥnḫw is
simply a different word, for which there is not yet a convincing translation. Over all, the use
of tpꜣw as an officinal adds only slightly to our understanding of the word in general, but it
certainly does not contradict the idea that in an anatomical context it indicated the dura mater.
As a word for a disease, tpꜣw is found very rarely – once in a passage of the Eb450
and once in the essentially identical passage in P. Hearst451:
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dr tpꜣw m ḏꜣḏꜣ, ‘to drive out the tpꜣw

from the ḏꜣḏꜣ [skull].’ As mentioned earlier, the Grundriß452 suggests that it was a scalp
condition, perhaps akin to a severe case of eczema. Although no explanation is provided, it is
feasible that it stems from the concept of a diseased covering of the head that resembles the
texture of tree bark. Two other instances are found in Ram III, one in B8 and one in B9,
unfortunately there is no indication as to what part of the body is being referenced. The first
example is reconstructed at the bottom of the very fragmented papyrus, thus it is impossible
to say what comes after this phrase:

dr tpꜣw, ‘to expel the tpꜣw.’

The second example may actually be referring to the anatomical area, it reads:
, rdj.ḫr.k nhw jm r wꜥ n tpꜣw, ‘you
should put some [salve] against one of the tpꜣw.’ This however does not make any sense if
tpꜣw indicates the dura mater (or any membrane for that matter). There are a number of

conceivable reasons for this discrepancy. First, the hieratic is not very clear and it is possible
that another word entirely is written; second, it could be an error on the part of the scribe; or
third, and most likely, it is referencing the area that is diseased, i.e. ‘apply the salve to the
part of the body with the tpꜣw symptoms.’
Gardiner453 makes the excellent suggestion that tpꜣw simply means a substance that
is tough and thin: in other words, bearing a resemblance to bark, gristle, the tissue of the dura
mater, etc. It is then delimited by appending a genitival construction to the end. Therefore it
is most commonly found in constructions such as tpꜣw nw ḏnnt.f (the tpꜣw of his
calvarium), or tpꜣwt nt nht (the tpꜣw of the sycamore tree). This suggestion, combined

452
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Grundriß 7, 948.
Gardiner 1930, 186.
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with the evidence presented above, supports the idea that, as an anatomical structure of the
head, tpꜣw should be translated ‘dura mater.’
iv. Diachronic change and related words:
Although tpꜣw must have been a term understood from the time of the Middle
Kingdom – presuming that the Ramesseum Papyri attestation is indeed tpꜣw – at least
through Dynasty 20, it seems clear that it had a variety of usages during this time. The use as
a term for a fruit during the Ramesside period may or may not be related to our original term,
so it must be considered as proof of continual employment only with great caution. While it
is logical to assume that the use of tpꜣw as a word for a pathology grew out of its use to
identify an anatomical structure, there is no evidence to support this. Indeed, its appearance in
the Ramesseum Papyri as a word for a disease of the head indicates that it may have been
employed in this manner first, and only later come to indicate a specific region of the cranial
structure. That the second use is found in only one case in the Edwin Smith may be further
proof of this. Unfortunately the amalgamated nature of the medical papyri and the lack of
non-medical usage make any serious conclusions questionable.
Given the rarity of occurrence and frequently ambiguous context, tpꜣw will
undoubtedly remain a contentious word. The best suggestion seems to be that made by
Gardiner, “a gristly rind,”454 which is then generally further delimited by the genitival
construction appended after. This type of usage has been seen in other anatomical terms (i.e.
hn n tp and pꜣḳt nt ḏnnt). Thus, given the constraints of the definition offered for the

anatomical term in the gloss of the ES, it may be argued that there is a strong case for
defining tpꜣw n ḏnnt literally as the tough layer of the calvarium, and understanding it as
the as dura mater.

454

Gardiner 1930, 186.
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4. Conclusion
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This paper has analyzed a selection of terms used to describe different aspects of the
human cranium as understood by the ancient Egyptians, and examined how modern scholars
have chosen to translate these words. Despite the fact that a number of areas are still in need
of exploration, the information in this thesis has filled some gaps in the current understanding
of anatomy and medicine in ancient Egypt. This has made it possible to evaluate some of the
development and change of anatomical vocabulary over time, and to better grasp select
aspects of the understanding of anatomy in ancient Egypt.
Given the relatively narrow time range from which extant medical papyri have been
found, diachronic change in word use is very difficult to judge. As seen in the previous
chapters, there are certain words (ḏꜣḏꜣ and mꜣꜥ) that can be found in medical, or magicomedical, contexts ranging from the Middle Kingdom through the Ramesside Period. Some of
the terms (ḏꜣḏꜣ, pꜣḳt, and smꜣ) even have clear derivatives in Coptic. There is no indication
that the terminology became more specialized during this period, and in some cases (ḏnnt), it
apparently became more generalized. This data, though sparse, points to a non-distinct
pattern of change, which may indicate that there was no intentionally organized development
of an authoritative medical vernacular, although specific terms were conventionally used for
particular anatomical areas. However, there are other philological indications that the ancient
Egyptians contributed to a framework for the later development of a more formalized medical
vocabulary in Western culture.
The use of objects to describe anatomical areas is one of the foundations upon which
medical vocabulary is built. Three of the six words analyzed in this thesis (hn, ‘inner table of
the skull’; pꜣḳt, ‘squama’; tpꜣw, ‘dura mater’) only refer to the skull when they precede an
indirect genitive and a noun pertaining to the head (tp, ḏꜣḏꜣ or ḏnnt). As discussed in
earlier chapters, these anatomical words were derived from names of everyday objects (box,
thin flake, and tough rind, respectively), and then were modified to refer specifically to the
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skull. Thus, it appears that the terms became specialized medical phrases only when
combined with other terms for the head. This is supported by the fact that hn, pꜣḳt, and
tpꜣw, when used in such combinations, are found more frequently in the ES than any other

text.
This use of an everyday word in conjunction with a word for a cranial element
suggests that physicians assigned terms to anatomical structures based on analogies to objects
encountered in their daily lives. It would be useful to test this idea against words for aspects
of post-cranial anatomy; however few of these words are known since the latter part of the
ES papyrus was broken off. Two that may be mentioned, as they existed in the ES, are:
bb.wy

455

and

ḥnw

456

. The first is found only in the ES, and has been

discussed in detail by Breasted457. What is interesting about this word is that in a gloss in
Case 34, it is described as:

jr wnḫ

m bb.wy.fy nft tpw pw nw ẖꜣb.f, ‘concerning a dislocation in his two bb.wy, it is a

displacement of his sickles.’ Breasted makes a strong case that bb.wy should be translated as
‘clavicles’ or collarbones, as sickles, indeed, have a very similar shape to these paired bones.
The second word,

ḥnw, is found written with the flesh determinative

(F51) exclusively in the ES. Breasted defines it as ‘ribs’458. It is used in the construction:
jr ḥnw nw ḳꜣbt.f, ‘concerning the ḥnw of his breast.’

There is a very similar word:

ḥnwt, which means ‘horn’

459

. The horns of the

chest would certainly provide an apt description of the ribs.

455

Wb I, 455, 4; in ES Cases 34(XI, 17 twice, 18, 19, 21, 22) and 35(XII 3 thrice, 4, 6).
Wb III, 109, 11; in ES Cases 42(XIV, 17 twice, 19, 20-21), 43(XIV, 22, 22-23, 23; XV, 2, 3, 4),
and 44(XV, 6, 6-7, 7, 8).
457
Breasted 1930, 347.
458
Breasted 1930, 394.
459
Wb III, 109, 14 - 110, 4.
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Egypt was not the only culture to employ this practice of using a common object to
describe an anatomical structure.460 The pattern can also be found in medicine of Classical
antiquity (c. 700 BC to AD 300 )461. The development of medical terminology of this era
began with the Greek physician Hippocrates.462 The Greek language continued to be used
even by Roman doctors until Aulus Cornelius Celsus wrote De Medicina at the start of the
first century AD.463 In this compendium he collated Greek medical terms, added a few new
ones, and translated everything into Latin.464 Thus, the clear development of an explicit
medical vocabulary can be seen in his text. When defining anatomy, Celsus used words that
either described the function of the anatomical element or its shape. One example of the
function dictating the name is mandibula465, the predecessor of mandible, or jawbone. This
was adapted from the Latin verb mandere, which meant to chew. There are a number of
examples of shape determining the name of the anatomical element. Radius, the lateral bone
of the forearm, was translated from the original Greek κερκίς, meaning ‘rod’, which is an
obvious analogy to the straight rod-like structure of this bone.466 Thorax was originally from
the Greek word θώραξ, meaning the breastplate of a suit of armor.467 It was then adapted to
identify the area covered by the ribcage.468 Patella, the kneecap, originally meant a small

460

Examples also exist in Akkadian, such as: embūb (or malīl) ḫašě, translated as the ‘flute of the
lungs’ and describing a part of the respiratory tract between the lungs and the throat. (Adamson 1974,
102) There certainly may be more examples, however no comprehensive article has been published
on this topic, and the author’s lack of knowledge regarding Akkadian curtails further exploration for
the present.
461
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pan. It was later used by Celsus to identify the anatomical element469, which has a thick disklike form, very reminiscent of a small saucepan.
In the Renaissance and thereafter, when new vocabulary had to be created based upon
fresh observations and knowledge, the tradition of using an everyday object that resembled
an anatomical element continued. Obviously the western tradition of medicine largely draws
its vocabulary from Latin and Greek based words. In a similar pattern of lexicographical
development, the physicians of Renaissance Europe utilized descriptive expressions adapted
from Classical terms. Examples of this strategy include the identification of the dura mater470,
which was first described in English circa 1400, by Lanfranc471. It is translated literally as
‘hard mother’, thus describing it by its tough appearance and protective purpose (a
metaphorical reference to the mother as a protective figure). There are also instances of terms
being adapted from objects. Included in this category is the squama472, which is originally
from the Latin squama, meaning the scale of a fish or serpent. It was first attested to mean the
bone of the skull in 1728, by the English author Chambers473. Another example is the
manubrium, which was adapted in the early 1700s474 to mean the top part of the sternum
(breastbone). The Latin form, manubrium, means a handle or hilt475. This is a reasonable
approximation of the shape of the bone, which is about the width of a palm and notched on
both sides. A third example is the zygomatic bone of the cheek476. Zygoma (and its adjectival
variation, zygomatic) is a Latinized form originally from the Greek ζυγόν, which meant
469

Lewis and Short, s.v. “patella”; Celsus 1938, 8, 1 and 8, 21.
OED, s.v. “dura mater.” Interestingly: the OED says: “Medieval Latin = hard mother; literal
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‘yoke’.477 It began to be used in the English medical tradition as early as 1684478 to describe
the bone that connects the temporal region to the maxilla.
Even from this brief summary it is possible to see that the ancient Egyptian physician
adopted words that were understood from quotidian contexts and applied them to his subject,
as was subsequently the norm in Classical and western medicine. Perhaps this was done
because the practitioners wanted the terms to be as clear as possible, regardless of the level of
training of the person who was reading the text. Or perhaps, medicine had not yet developed
into so highly specialized a profession that it required a rarified vocabulary. It is even
possible that this nascent system was adopted from the Egyptians by the Greeks, who built
upon it and passed it down to the Romans. The Romans eventually did develop it to such a
point that it may be considered a separate vernacular, and the foundation of the modern
medical lexicon.
At the beginning of this thesis it was noted that it is not certain how ancient Egyptian
physicians obtained their knowledge of human anatomy. Indeed it was not until the work of
Herophilos and Erasistratos, two Greek expatriates residing in Alexandria around 270 BC,
that there is clear proof of systematic human dissection.479 Although conclusive evidence to
indicate that the ancient Egyptians were involved in routine dissection for the development of
medicine is still lacking, this thesis has provided a clue, at least concerning the cranium.
Since the ES is clearly the most clinical of all Egyptian medical texts, it provides the best
insight into the range of that knowledge. In order to know that the structures pꜣḳt, hn, and
tpꜣw even existed, the observer must have seen under the scalp and inside the skull.

Ostensibly this may seem like an argument supporting the idea that ancient Egyptian
physicians undertook dissections. However, this may not be the case. All of these terms were
477
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utilized in the ES because they were potentially visible to the physician while he examined
the wound.
Even in glosses further explaining the structures found in severe injuries, there was no
discussion of anatomy beyond what would have been evident to the trained eye (such as the
wpt, ‘crown’; ntnt, ‘arachnoid membrane’; or ꜣis, ‘cranial viscera, brain’). Of course, there

may have been no need to discuss an anatomical area that was not intimately relevant to the
wound. However, if the doctors had been routinely using dissection to expand their
understanding of human anatomy, it might be expected that a more thorough description of
these rarely visible structures would have been presented in the glosses. Instead only the
narrowest explanation is provided, often leaving the definition unclear. Therefore analysis of
these seldom used words allows us to suggest that cranial anatomy at least, was
predominantly understood through the examination of injuries in patients, as opposed to
dissection. What is wholly evident from this same analysis is that the physicians compiling
the ES paid explicit attention to the anatomy that they encountered and recorded it in
insightful detail.
There is much research yet to be done in the study of medicine and medical texts in
ancient Egypt. Future work might involve a reexamination of these texts in light of our
improved medical and philological knowledge and a complete translation of P. Hearst.
Additionally, it would be useful to create an online database of occurrences of medical and
pharmacological terms cited to their textual attestations. Such a resource might also note nonmedical examples, since this frequently provides a more thorough comprehension of the
word, and eventually include comparative references from other cultures. Such a database
would permit the most current interpretations to be noted side-by-side with the original
translations, providing a sharper picture of each word and allowing researchers to find the
original texts.
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One of the most significant ideas elucidated by a lexicographical analysis of anatomical
terminology is that much of the evidence for translating such words is based upon the
established understanding of other terms. While this may seem obvious, some of the
implications are easy to overlook. For example, if a key word in a text is not understood
correctly, it may lead to a cycle of mistranslations of related words. An associated
consequence is that when one word is more accurately reassessed, all of the related terms
must be also. An illustration can be seen in chapter 3c, on tpꜣw, ‘dura mater’, in which case
Walker’s new definition of wpt, ‘crown of the head’, allowed a better understanding of
tpꜣw.

Translating is made significantly more complicated by the paucity of examples of
anatomical terms, particularly in a medical context. Definitions are frequently based upon a
handful of occurrences, often with unclear context, as is seen with gmꜣ, ‘temple’. In such
situations the dictionary can be misleading if used incautiously; it is always important to take
notice of the frequency with which a word occurs, and the contexts of those occurrences. This
is evident in chapter 3a on pꜣḳt, which mentions that an easy translation in an anatomical
context might be the ‘fragment of a skull’. However, when all of the examples are
considered, it is clear that ‘squama’ is a more exact translation. Even considering the issues
underscored by such an evaluation, continued study in lexicography helps move toward more
incisive definitions, which subsequently allows a more clear understanding of textual
resources.
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5. Appendices

a. Chart of Usage
Numbers indicate the frequency of occurrence of the human anatomical terms for the
cranium in medical texts addressed in this paper.
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Column VII
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Plate ix: Edwin Smith Papyrus – from Gardiner 1930
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